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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The present trend toward smaller and faster electronic devices and the emergence of 
the VLSI technology makes the study of semiconductor physics to an active area of 
research. During the last decades we have witnessed a spectacular growth in sem-
iconductor technology, initially based on silicon. In the last few years however there 
is an increasing interest in the use of III-V semiconductor compounds. Recently 
developed crystal growth techniques like molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemi-
cal vapour phase epitaxy (VPE) offer the possibilty to grow besides ultra pure cry-
stals, layered structures of different lattice matched semiconductor materials [1]. 
One of the key characteristics that distinguishes the III-V compounds from silicon is 
their a direct bandgap, which leads to efficient electron-hole recombination. In 
growing these materials one has the possibility to create abrupt transitions in energy 
gap and refractive index at the interfaces. This led to the first semiconductor 
heterostructure lasers around 1970 [2]. A further perfection of the epitaxial tech-
niques gave the ability to control the crystal growth on the scale of a single atomic 
layer, which is in dimension comparable to the mean free path and the de Broglie 
wavelength of electrons and holes. This led to two dimensional behaviour of car-
riers [3,4] and opened ways for the development of novel electronic and optical dev-
ices [5]. The change in effective bandgap due to size quantization effects [3] ap-
peared very interesting for photonic devices like quantum well lasers [6,7], solid 
state photo multipliers [8] and optoelectronic switches [9] in which radiative transi-
tions are involved. 
The characteristics of ultra small semiconductor devices, where large electric 
fields are present (high field devices) [10], are governed by the behaviour of hot car-
riers. The underlying physics deals with energy and momentum exchange between 
electrons and holes and between carriers and phonons. Determination of the hot 
carrier energy loss rates gives fundamental insight in the carrier phonon interactions, 
since the energy loss is directly related to the inelastic carrier phonon interactions. 
It has been shown that hot carriers which are created in devices by the large 
electric fields can also be generated by photoexcitation [11]. While the mechanism 
of carrier creation is quite different, the same energy relaxation and scattering 
processes apply in both cases. This makes the optical techniques to a powerful tool 
in studying hot electron physics. 
The development of lasers which generate picosecond or subpicosecond light-
pulses [12] has immensly increased the value of these optical techniques by extend-
ing the timescale on which measurements can be done to a timedomain not accesible 
to purely electrical methods. Since many of the scattering processes important to 
carrier dynamics occur on a picosecond timescale [13,14], one has the ability to 
determine directly these scattering rates. 
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In this thesis we report on the energy relaxation of photo-excited hot carriers in 
the presence of an externally applied strong magnetic field. The experiments are 
carried out on three dimensional, as well as on two dimensional carrier gases in 
respectively bulk GaAs samples and GaAs/Al^Gaj^As quantum well structures, 
where the hot carriers are generated by absorption of picosecond lightpulses. 
Picosecond timeresol ved photoluminescence. 
Optical excitation of a semiconductor with a picosecond lightpulse of which the 
photon energy exceeds the energygap of the semiconductor, creates (instantaneous­
ly) mono-energetic distributions of hot electrons and holes in respectively conduction 
and valence bands. Carrier-carrier scattering (via Coulomb interactions) between 
the hot photoexcited carriers (e-e,e-h,h-h) causes a rapid redistribution of momen­
tum and energy and thermalized carrier distributions result within a picosecond after 
excitation. These thermalized hot carrier distributions (with density n = 1018cm~3) 
are characterized by quasi-Fermi energies F
e h for electrons and holes and a carrier 
temperature Г
е h which differs from that of the lattice. The excess energy of the 
hot carriers is transferred to the lattice by carrier-phonon interactions, which at car­
rier temperatures T
e h > 50 К is mainly accomplished by electron (hole) LO phonon 
coupling via the Fröhlich interaction, and the coupling of holes to TO phonons via 
optical deformation potential scattering. At lower carrier temperatures the energy 
loss of the carriers is much slower, and mainly due to emission of acoustic phonons 
via deformation potential and piezoelectric interactions. 
In order to obtain information on the carrier phonon scattering rates the spectral 
distribution of the luminescence radiation, due to radiative recombination of elec-
trons and holes, is measured at different moments after excitation. These spectra 
contain information about the energetic distributions of the carriers in the bands. 
By fitting the measured spectra with a theoretical model we obtain temperature and 
density of the carriers. The decrease in carrier temperature as a function of time 
after excitation which directly reflects the energy loss rate by carrier phonon interac-
tion, is then compared with theoretical energy relaxation rate equations. This gives 
us direct information about the carrier phonon scattering rates. 
In this thesis we concentrate on the energy relaxation of hot carriers in the pres-
ence of a strong magnetic field. By applying a magnetic field the Lorentz force, 
which acts on the charged electrons and holes, dictates the carriers to move in cyclo-
tron orbits (Landau states) in a plane perpendicular to the field direction. The car-
rier motion parallel to the magnetic field remains unaffected. The kinetic energy of 
the carriers for their motion normal to the field is quantized, and the density of 
states function consists of a set of equidistant spaced Landau levels. This spacing of 
Landau level energy is linearly proportional to the magnetic field strength and in-
versely proportional to the carrier effective mass. With respect to the energy relaxa-
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tion, this modification in density of states function changes the carrier phonon in-
teraction rate. The hot carriers lose their energy primarily by emission of longitudi-
nal optical (LO) phonons, which have an energy of 36.8 meV in GaAs. The in-
teraction rate between carriers and phonons depends on the relative values of Lan-
dau level splitting and LO phonon energy, and the quasi Fermi level position. So, 
the magnetic field acts as an external controlable parameter which can be varied to 
investigate the hot carrier phonon interactions. 
In general, for a complete description of the carrier cooling process the kinetics 
of the coupled carrier and phonon systems have to be considered. It then follows 
that the carrier cooling rate depends on temperature of the carriers, quasi Fermi lev-
el position (Maxwell-Botzmann or Fermi-Dirac statistics), the relevant range of pho-
non wavevectors involved, the phonon occupation numbers and the possible screen-
ing effects of the carrier phonon interactions. 
The timeresolved picosecond photoluminescence measurements give the possibility 
to follow the evolution of the physical plasma parameters e-h density,effective car-
rier temperature,reduced bandgap and quasi Fermi levels on a picosecond timescale. 
This makes picosecond time resolved luminescence measurements to a unique tech-
nique to obtain information about hot carrier scattering and energy relaxation 
processes and to observe the evolution of the hot carrier gas. 
This thesis is organized as follows; 
Chapter 2 describes the experimental set up we used for the picosecond 
timeresolved luminescence measurements in the presence of magnetic fields up to 25 
T. For a real time luminescence study with picosecond timeresolution a lightgate 
system is constructed. In addition, to monitor the laser intensity and the temporal 
shape of the picosecond lightpulses during the experiments, an autocorrelation sys-
tem is built. For both the lightgate and the autocorrelator nonlinear optical crystals 
are used, in which respectively second harmonic- and sumfrequency-generation oc-
curs. In this chapter we briefly examine the physical background of these processes 
and discuss the construction and performance of both systems. 
In chapter 3 (Sec. 3.2) the basic principles concerning the optical excitation of a 
semiconductor with a picosecond lightpulse, the thermalization of the photoexcited 
carriers, and the hot carrier energy relaxation process are discussed. As follows from 
this discussion the energy relaxation rate depends on the dynamics of the coupled 
carrier and phonon systems. The relevant parameters are density and temperature 
of the carriers and the range of involved phonon wavevectors (i.e. the relevant pho-
non momentum space), the presence of nonequilibrium optical phonons, and the 
possible dynamical screening of the carrier phonon interactions. 
Application of a magnetic field changes the carrier density of states (Landau lev-
els) and enables us to influence the carier phonon interaction rates. In Sec. 3.5 we 
report the first experimental investigations on the energy relaxation of photoexcited 
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hot carriers in bulk GaAs in the presence of a strong magnetic field. 
Chapter 4 concentrates on the quasi two dimensional (2-D) carriers in quantum 
well structures. The basic features of GaAs/ Al^Ga^jAs quantum wells are sum­
marized in Sec. 4.2 and its luminescence and hot carrier relaxation properties are 
briefly discussed. Application of a magnetic field completely quantizes the carrier 
energy and thereby influences the carrier phonon interaction rate. In Sec. 4.4 we 
present our results on the energy relaxation of photoexcited carriers in quantum well 
structures, in the presence of magnetic fields up to 20 Τ and discuss the impressive 
changes in carrier cooling rate. 
Finally in chapter 5 we show that quantum confinement of carriers in real 
space (by a quantum well structure) and/or in momentum space (by application of a 
magnetic field) strongly reduces the hot carrier energy relaxation by LO phonon em­
ission. For both GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga^As quantum well structures the 
reduction in cooling and the absence of magnetophonon resonances is caused by 
nonequilibrium LO phonon distributions generated by the relaxing carriers. The 
variation in cooling rate follows from a change in carrier bandstructure, which af­
fects, as a result of energy and momentum conservation, the relevant phonon 
momentum phasespace volume and thereby the nonequilibrium LO phonon popula­
tion. 
In particular for the quantum well structures the hot carrier energy relaxation by 
optical phonon emission reduces so much with increasing magnetic field, that for 
B>8 Τ the increasing acoustic phonon emission takes over and an enhanced carrier 
cooling is observed. 
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CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
2.1 Introduction 
The development of lasers which generate ultra short lightpulses (10-12—10_14s) and 
detection techniques, which have a comparable time resolution has advanced to the 
stage at which excitations and their interactions in semiconductors can directly be 
measured [1]. In direct-gap semiconductors processes like carrier-phonon interac-
tions, the formation of excitons, trapping of free carriers by impurities, radiative-
and nonradiative-recombination all occur on a picosecond timescale [2]. The times-
cale of these processes goes beyond the resolution of photomultipliers and photo-
diodes. Commercial available photomultipliers have a timeresolution of 300 ps, 
while the fastest photodiodes approach a resolution of 35 ps. This led to the 
development of new photodetection techniques where in most cases the timeresolu-
tion is limited by the duration of the laser pulses, which can be of the order of 
10_14s. The techniques currently in use to obtain ultrafast time resolution required 
for real time studies on a picosecond timescale [2] are the streak camera, the optical 
Kerr gate, nonlinear intensity correlation and upconversion in a nonlinear optical 
medium. 
It is the latter technique that we used for our picosecond timeresolved photo-
luminescence studies on GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga^^As quantum well structures. In 
Sec. 2.2 we describe the experimental set up. The theoretical background for 
second harmonic- and sumfrequency-generation used respectively for the autocorre-
lation system (which monitors the picosecond pulses during the experiments) and the 
upconversion lightgate is briefly examined in Sec. 2.3. Sec. 2.4 contains a description 
of the rapid scanning autocorrelation system. The performance of the upconversion 
lightgate is examined in Sec. 2.5, while the insert and photodetection systems are 
described in Sec. 2.6. 
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2.2 The experimental set up 
The experimental set up we used is shown in Fig. 1. A krypton ion laser (Spectra 
Physics model 171) which is modelocked with an acousto-optic modulator generates 
a train of light pulses at 530 nm wavelength, with pulsewidths of approximately 150 
picoseconds, an average power of 0.55 Watt and a repetition rate of 82 MHz. A 
(Spectra Physics model 375) tunable dye (rhodamine 6G) laser with extended cavity 
is synchronuously pumped by the krypton ion laser. The wavelength of the dye laser 
can be tuned by a tuning wedge (A Fabry-Perot type étalon with a free spectral 
range of 100.000 GHz) from 575 nm to 625 nm. After warming up and optimization 
(with use of the rapid scanning autocorrelator (see Sec. 2.4) stable operation of the 
dye laser is obtained with pulses as short as 2 picoseconds. The average power of 
the dye laser is 65 mW, which corresponds to peak powers of 800 W and to an ener-
gy of 0.8 nJ (or 2.5xl09 photons) per pulse. Via mirrors M1 and M2 the emitted 
picosecond light pulses reach a beamsplitter BS. One pulsetrain is focussed by a mi-
croscope objective to a 15 μιη diameter spot on the sample surface (see Sec. 2.6), 
while the other is sent through a variable delay path, which is controlled by a step­
ping motor. The sample is mounted in a bath cryostat, which is placed in the 25 
Tesla hybrid magnet system of the Laboratory for High Magnetic Fields of the 
Nijmegen University. The luminescence due to electron-hole recombination, which 
is emitted by the excited epilayers, is collected by the same objective and sent col-
linearly with the delayed picosecond pulse via mirror M4 onto the LilOj crystal. 
The 3 mm thick nonlinear optical crystal, which is cut with the optic axis at 58° with 
respect to the surface normal, is angle tuned by a stepping motor and generates 
sumfrequency radiation (see Sec. 2.3 and Sec. 2.5). The upconverted signal, which 
is gated in time by the delayed picosecond laser pulse, is spectrally dispersed by a 
monochromator and detected with a photomultiplier tube. To allow lock-in detec­
tion techniques the excitation beam is mechanically chopped at a frequency of 700 
Hz. The data are accumulated in- and averaged by- a Mine 11 computer. 
This experimental set up gives us the ability to measure either (1) the 
timedependence of the luminescence radiation at a fixed photon energy, or (2) the 
spectral distribution of the luminescence radiation at a fixed delay time after excita­
tion. 
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2.3 Lightgating techniques 
2.3.1 Basic principles for second harmonic- and sumfrequency-generation 
In an anisotropic medium the refractive index depends in addition to the wavelength 
on the polarization direction of the incoming light. The dielectric constant ε is given 
by the tensor relation D ( =e, y £ y where D, and £ y are the dielectric displacement 
respectively the electric field of the incoming light and e i ; =e y l are the components 
of a symmetric tensor. By rotation of the coordinate axes the tensor can be written 
on the principle dielectric axes, which will be shown later on. (see Fig. 2) 
An anisotropic crystal can transmit only waves that are plane polarized in one of 
two mutually orthogonal directions. For an arbitrary direction of propagation the al­
lowed polarization directions and their corresponding refractive index values can be 
derived from the index ellipsoid (see Fig. 2) which is described by: 
2 2 2 
И 1 " 2 « 3 
where и ι,η 2 a n d «з a r e ^ 6 refractive indices along the principle axes, which are 
chosen in the x, у and ζ directions. The length of each axis is equal to twice the re­
fractive index for that polarization direction. The intersection of the plane through 
the center of the ellipsoid О perpendicular to the direction of propagation W, with 
the ellipsoid gives an ellipse with axes OA and OB parallel to the polarization direc­
tions, where the length of each axis equals twice the refractive index for that polari­
zation direction. For an uniaxial crystal (like LÌIO3) the indicatrix is an ellipsoid of 
revolution and the optic axis is perpendicular to the plane of the two equal axes. For 
the direction of polarization perpendicular to the optic axis (ordinary ray) the index 
of refraction n0 is independent of the direction of propagation. For the other polar-
ization direction (extraordinary ray) the refractive index is a function of wavelength 
λ and angle Θ between the optic axis and the propagation direction, and is given by: 
»ΑΚΘ)=
 2 ,
 e
 \ (2) 
(n
 0 sin Θ+η e
 4
cos -0) 2 
The value of и
е
(Х,0) for 0=90° is referred to as the extraordinary index η
ε
(λ). If 
и
е
< п 0 there is negative birefringence, while for the opposite case the crystal has 
positive birefringence. Values for the refractive indices of LÌIO3 as a function of 
wavelength λ are reported by several groups, and different (Sellmeier) dispersion 
equations have been published. We use the equations reported by Takizawa and co­
workers [3] which are especially suited for our experiments in the ultraviolet region, 
and are given by: 
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Fig 2 The index ellipsoid shows the extraordinary and ordi­
nary polarization directions OA and OB for a propagation 
direction W Θ represents the angle between the optic axis 
and the incoming beam 
η
2
ο
(λ)=3.4095+0 047664/(λ2-0 033991) (3) 
and 
AJ2
e
(X)=2.9613+0 034514/(λ2-0.031034) (4) 
for respectively ordinary and extraordinary polarization directions A plot of the re­
fractive indices of L1IO3 as a function of λ for several values of Θ is given in Fig. 3. 
Due to birefringence and normal dispersion it is possible for two waves of different 
polarization directions and different wavelengths Ι.
λ
 and λ2 to propagate with identi­
cal velocities through the crystal This condition is satisfied if the waves travel at an 
angle Θ to the optic axis such that « 0(λ 1)=Η ε(λ2,θ) 
For generation of second harmonics or sum- and difference-frequencies one has 
to consider the polarization waves induced m the medium. When a light beam 
passes through a crystal, the electric field induces a polarization in the nonlinear 
optical medium, which can be expressed m terms of the electric field as: 
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Fig. 3 Refractive indices η0(λ) and яе(Х, ) of L iI0 3 for 
respectively ordinary and extraordinary polarized waves as a 
function of wavelength λ. 
/>=χ(ΐ)£;+χ(2)£;2+χ(3)£3+....
 w
here χ(*) is the Ä:th order susceptibility. Concen-
trating on the first nonlinearity only, the induced polarization can be written as 
ρ=χ(2)£2 | t should be noticed that in nonlinear optics the nonlinear optical coeffi­
cient d=x/2 is used [4]. For two travelling waves in the crystal; 
Е1,2(2^=Еи2С05(ы1 2t+lc\,2z) t , i e nonlinear polarization P=2dE2 consists of the 
second harmonics P^^^ldE^^COS^CÜJ¿f+^i^z), the sum and difference fre-
quency terms Р(Ші±Ш2)=2а£1£2(со5(ш1±Ш2)г + (/: 1±^2) г) and a dc polarization 
P(dc)=i/(£;21-(-£22). 
To find out which of these frequencies will be radiated the phases of the dif-
ferent waves have to be examined. In the nonlinear medium a wave of appreciable 
intensity will only be generated if the phasevclocities of the incident waves and the 
polarization waves are properly matched. This phasematching condition, which 
represents a momentum conservation of the participating photons, can be written in 
terms of wavevectors as: k(uì3,)=k((oì)+k((a2) where 0)3 is the generated frequency 
and ω
Ι
 and (02 are the frequencies of the incident waves. 
For the general case [4] of two light waves of frequencies ω] and mj incident on 
a medium the i , h cartesian component of the induced second order polarization Ρ at 
the sum or difference frequencies can be written as Pl=2dl]kE]Ek where El and Ek 
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are the electric field amplitudes. The nonlinear optical coefficient ά
ηΙι
 can subse­
quently be written in a contracted form [4] in which the symmetric suffices j and к 
are replaced by a single suffix /. The number of nonvanishing, independent ele­
ments of the nonlinear optical coefficient depends upon the pointgroup symmetry of 
the medium [5,6,7]. 
The LÌIO3 crystals we use in both autocorrelator and lightgate belong to point-
group 6 and are negative uniaxial. In case of type 1 phasematching with the ordi-
nary polarized beams entering the crystal at an angle Θ the expression for the in­
duced polarization is given by: 
" Ει 
PÁ 
Pi 
ы 
= 
0 0 0 0 dj, 0 
0 0 0 ¿ j , 0 0 
dn d}x d^ 0 0 0 
Ei 
ΙΕ-,Ετ, 
2Ε\Ε\ 
2 £ ι Ε 2 
(5) 
Since the ordinary polarization vectors are perpendicular to the plane through the 
optic axis and the incident beams the electric field components are in the x—y—z 
coordinate system given by Ei=Esin<I>, £2=£cos<i> and Ез=0, where 1,2,3 refer to 
x,y,z. With use of the nonlinear coefficient tensor for LÌIO3 [6] and the Kleinmann 
symmetry conjecture [8,9], (which states that from symmetry arguments certain ele-
ments of the nonlinear optical tensor are equal in magnitude), it follows that the 
generated wave is extraordinary polarized. The induced polarization components 
are given by Pi=0, P2=Q and Pj=d3iE2. From this it directly follows (see Fig. 4) 
that the extraordinary polarization component is given by [10] Р^а^ЕЧіп , while 
the ordinary component is zero. The intensity of the induced polarization wave 
depends on the phasematching angle Θ (/oc sin2©), the electric field strength of the 
incoming beams and the value of the nonlinear coeffiecient d31 which is a material 
parameter and a measure of the efficiency of the crystal. 
The phasematching angle for sumfrequency generation in case of type 1 
phasematching with incident beams of wavelength λ^ and λ2 and generated sumfre­
quency at wavelength λ3 is calculated as follows. The refractive index at wavelength 
Хз depends on tuning angle Θ as given in eq. (2). In case of collinear incident 
waves the phasematching condition can be rewritten as: 
Μ
λ 3 ' θ ) _"ο( λ ΐ ) "оіЧ) (6) 
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X=1 
incoming 
beams 
Y=2 
Fig 4 The fundamental waves are ordinary polarized and 
enter the crystal at an angle Θ with respect to the optic axis 
Φ gives the direction of the polarization vectors. 
Combination of the equations (2) and (6) allows elimination of п
е
(Хз, ) and yields 
the tuning angle as. 
0=arcsin { »
2
β(λ 3 ) 
n
¿
0(h)-n2Áh) 
η
2
0(λ,)(λ{+λ2)2 
(λ,^λΟ+λ,«,,^))2 (7) 
A plot of the tuning angle as a function of wavelength will be presented in Sec. 2 5, 
together with a discussion on the performance of the lightgate. 
In case of second harmonic generation λ2=λ1 and λ1=λ1/2, the phasematching 
condition reduces to k(k]/2)=2k(\i) which can be rewritten as: η 6(λ 1/2,Θ)=η 0(λ 1) 
(see inset Fig. 5) So in that case the phasematching condition requires that the re­
fractive indices for ordinary and extraordinary waves are equal. As shown in Fig. 5 
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Fig 5 In case of second harmonic generation the 
phasematching condition requires the ordinary and extraordi­
nary refractive indices to be equal, (п0(\)=пе(к/2, )), 
which can be obtained by adjusting the angle . 
for a fixed value of λ the value of «„(λ) and the wavelength of the second harmonic 
(λ/2) are determined By changing the angle Θ the value of the extraordinary index 
и
е
(Х/2,0) vanes and the phasematching condition can be fulfilled. The expression 
for the tuning angle reduces to. 
0=arcsin («оМГ
2
-(М 2)Г 
К ( 2)Г2-("о( 2)Г2) 
'/2 
(8) 
The tuning angle for second harmonic generation as a function of wavelength is 
given in Sec 2.5, in combination with the experimental set up of the autocorrelation 
system 
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2.3.2 Specific conditions and the choice of suitable crystals 
Orlov et al. [11] examined the process of second harmonic generation with pi­
cosecond lightpulses in focussed Gaussian beams. The conversion efficiency is a 
complicated function of pulse duration and spectral width, as well as the focussing 
geometry and crystal properties. With respect to the phasematching bandwidth Mill­
er [12] and Comly and Garmire [13] have shown that the short duration and finite 
bandwidth of picosecond lightpulses can significantly affect the second harmonic 
generation. For type 1 phasematching in a negative uniaxial crystal Miller derived 
the following expression for the phasematching bandwidth for second harmonic gen­
eration: 
0X^ = 1.39K-J r
 Эпп ι dn. , 
(9) 
where L is the crystal length and Xj and λ2 are the fundamental and generated 
wavelengths. Here the criterium is taken that the second harmonic intensity falls 
down to half of its peak value at XjlôX^ In LÌIO3 Ζ,δλ=0.6 αηΧμΓη3ΐ λ=600 nm. 
For efficient second harmonic generation the phasematching bandwidth of the cry­
stal must be at least as large as the laser bandwidth, which is for Fourier limited 
pulses given by: AX=X2/cAT where AT is the duration of the pulse. From eq. (9) it 
is obvious that for efficient second harmonic generation of pulses with a short dura­
tion one needs thin crystals, with a dispersion that is not too high. 
Deviations from a plane wavefront can also affect the conversion efficiency 
which is caused by the spread in wavevectors which alters the phasematching. For 
type 1 phasematching in a negative uniaxial crystal an expression for the 
phasematching acceptance angle δΘ was derived by Hagen and Magnante [14] and is 
given by: 
0.44λη
ο 
О = -
П
 ρ?—— (10) 
L | «
e
- n 0 | s i n 2 © v ' 
which gives for LiIO3Lô0=3O cmx degree at λ=600 nm.For Θ±δΘ the generated 
second harmonic intensity is reduced to half of its maximum. In case of second 
harmonic- or sumfrequency-generation of lightpulses with a short duration group 
velocity matching has to be taken into account [15]. Because the pulses involved 
have significant spread in frequency it is necessary to ensure that phasematching is 
achieved for all frequencies within this spread. The phasematching condition then 
becomes a condition for matching the group velocities of the interacting pulses, or 
equivalently that the pulses remain overlapping as they propagate through the medi­
lo 
um. The group velocity mismatch between fundamental and second harmonic pulses 
can be expressed by the group delay τ which should be much less than the pulse 
duration. According to Glenn [16] for type 1 phasematching: 
XL Эя0 Эпе 
2 ( ^
Γ
)
λ = λ
, - (
Ί
Γ
Γ
)
λ = ν 2 
ЭХ '
л
"
л
'
 х
 ЭХ 
For LÌIO3 t/L = 10 ps/cm at λ=600 nm 
(Η) 
The previously mentioned restrictions have to be considered with respect to the 
crystal choice. The efficiency of the crystal for second harmonic and sumfrequency 
generation depends on the absolute value of the nonlinear optical coefficient d, 
where KDP is used as a standard material [5]. As an example 
d(LiI03) = 13.8x<i(KDP). The efficiency of the crystal is proportional to the square 
of the crystal length [4,5]. On the other hand the length is restricted by the spectral 
bandwidth and the groupvelocity delay, which are respectively inverse proportional 
and linear proportional to the crystal length. The angular dependence of the effi­
ciency shows that 90 degree phasematching is optimal. Taking these things in mind, 
the crystals suitable for autocorrelator and lightgate system are cut of LÌIO3 with a 
thickness of respectively 0.5 mm and 3 mm at angles of 64° and 58° with respect to 
the optic axis. 
2.4 The autocorrelation system 
Since the fastest photodetectors are not capable of recording events with a pi-
cosecond resolution, alternative detection systems have been developed. The home 
built [17] measuring arrangement used for the high repetition rate system is given in 
Fig. 6. The pulse train from the laser is divided by a beamsplitter BS, and the two 
beams follow different paths in a modified interferometer. In one of the interferom-
eter arms a rotating glass block is placed, which has the function of continuously 
varying the optical path length. The delay of one pulse to the other changes con-
tinuously at a repetition rate of 30 Hz. 
The noncollinear beams, which emerge parallel but not collinearly, are focussed 
by a simple lens ( / = 100 mm) in such a way that both focus points coincide in the 
centre of the LÌIO3 crystal. The angle Θ of the nonlinear crystal is oriented (see 
Fig. 7) in a way that second harmonic radiation is generated in a direction bisecting 
the two incoming beams. The signal is generated only when both pulses are present 
simultaneously in the crystal. By delaying one pulse with respect to the other the 
pulse overlap and with it the intensity of the autocorrelation signal is varied and can 
be displayed on the screen of a simple oscilloscope. 
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rotating 
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Fig. 6 The rapid scanning autocorrelation system used for 
continuous monitoring of the picosecond lightpulses. 
900 1000 
wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 7 Tuning angle θ as a function of laser wavelength for 
second harmonic generation in LÍIO3. 
The method of noncoUinear phasematching [18,19] has the advantage that no 
second harmonic background signal from the individual incoming beams is present. 
In mathematical terms one measures the autocorrelation function G (τ), where τ is 
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Fig. 8a (left) and Fig. 8b (right) showing the autocorrelation 
signal of the picosecond lightpulses, which is used to optimize 
the dye laser cavity setting. Note the timescales. 
the relative delay time between the pulses. The second order autocorrelation func­
tion of the intensity /(/) is given in a normalized form [1] as: 
G ( T ) = -
ƒ at I(t)I(t+T) 
— X 
J d f / 2 ( 0 
(12) 
If /(f) is a single isolated pulse, G (τ) vanishes for large relative delay τ, and its 
halfwidth provides a measure for the duration of /(f). It is obvious that G ( T ) is al­
ways symmetric regardless of any asymmetry in /(f). This fact is the fundamental 
limitation of G (τ) to determine the pulse shape. In general higher order correlation 
functions must be used to determine /(f) uniquely. A typical measurement of G (τ) 
is given in Fig. 8, where Fig. 8a shows the autocorrelation signal for nonoptimal 
laser cavity conditions, while Fig. 8b shows the signal after warming up and optimi­
zation of the laser system. A careful determination of G (τ) yields information 
about the envelope of the signal /(f). The duration of the pulse AT is correlated to 
the width Δτ of the G (τ) signal, where the actual value of Δτ/ΔΓ depends on the 
precise pulse shape and varies for several theoretical pulseforms around 1.5 [1]. 
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2.5 Performance of the lightgate 
The lightgate we built is particularly suited for picosecond optical work with continu-
ously modelocked tunable dye lasers of moderate peak powers with a high repetition 
rate. This lightgate allows measurement of very low level signals (up to IO-7 W) 
with a good wavelength discrimination and a picosecond timeresolution. The 
luminescence emitted by the epilayers and the delayed picosecond lightpulse return-
ing from the optical delay line are focussed collinearly by an achromatic lens ( / = 100 
mm) onto the angle tuned LÌIO3 crystal (see Fig. 9). Sumfrequency generation oc-
curs only when both luminescence and delayed lightpulse are coincident in time and 
space in the centre of the LÌIO3 crystal. The intensity of the sumfrequency radia-
tion is given [20] by: 
/s(T) = /df / p s (0 / , ( i+T) (13) 
where /pS and /1 are the instantaneous intensities of picosecond pulse and lumines-
cence radiation. Since the variation of /¡(f) is very slow during the very short time 
λ? λ, 
/ a optic axis 
хіІОэ crystal 
Fig. 9 Luminescence radiation (wavelength 750 nm <λ 1 < 830 
nm, duration ~ 1 ns) and the dye laser pulse (Xj^ 605 nm, 
duration 2 ps) are collinearly focussed in the centre of the 
nonlinear optical crystal. The tuning angle Θ used in the 
experiment is related to the calculated tuning angle Θ with 
use of Snell's law in combination with the direction of the op­
tic axis. 
of the picosecond pulse we obtain Ι$(τ)<χΙ\(τ). So the sumfrequency signal is pro­
portional to the actual luminescence intensity. 
The tuning angle for sumfrequency generation is calculated in eq. (7). The an-
^ί 
20 
wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 10 Upconverted luminescence radiation for different tun­
ing angles of the L iI0 3 crystal for a dye laser wavelength is 
606 nm. From this Figure the crystal bandwidth and the rela­
tion between
 еХ
р and the generated wavelength Xj is deter­
mined. 
gle
 еХ
р which has to be used in the experiment is determined by taking into ac­
count refraction at the surface (Snell's law) and the direction of the optical axis in 
the crystal (in our situation 58°). This leads to the relation:
 еХ
р =arcsin [580-nxsin 
(58°— )] where η stands for the average of the refractive indices η 0 (λι) and η0(λ2). 
The error introduced by taking this average, and therefore neglecting beam walk 
off, is small and justified by the excellent agreement between calculated and experi­
mental data, as follows from Fig. 11 The relation в
е Х
р as a function of lumines­
cence wavelength is experimentally obtained,by setting the crystal at a specific angle, 
from a scan with the monochromator as shown in Fig. 10. It should be noticed that 
these data in addition give the phasematching bandwidth of the crystal which is in 
our case 2 nm (cf. eq. (9)). A comparision of theory and experimental data is given 
in Fig. 11 for a laser wavelength of 606 nm, where the luminescence wavelength is in 
the range 780 nm <λ<840 nm. The lower and upper wavelength scales refer respec­
tively to the upconverted and the actual luminescence signals. It should be noticed 
that the agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory and the tuning an­
gle dependence on wavelength can be approximated by a straight line with a slope 
of -1.8 nm/degree. 
To measure the distribution of the luminescence radiation at a fixed delay time 
after excitation monochromator and lightgate angle are synchronously tuned by two 
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Fig U Experimental (dots) and calculated (line) tuning angle 
as a function luminescence wavelength The lower wavelength 
scale refers to the upconverted signal for a laser wavelength 
of 606 ηm 
stepping control motors and scan at the calculated speed ratio Since for monochro-
mator and hghtgate angle one step corresponds respectively to 0 QYl1) nm and 0 01° 
the scanning ratio is obtained by by rotating the crystal 0 05° each time the mono-
chromator has taken 7 steps This approximation is suitable , since the crystal 
bandwidth (d\^=2 nm) exceeds the resolution of the monochromator (0 5 nm) In 
chapters 3, 4 and 5 we present time-energy resolved luminescence spectra taken at 
fixed delay times after excitation 
In addition the experimental set up can measure the timedependence of the 
luminescence radiation after instantaneous excitation with a picosecond laser pulse 
In that case monochromator and hghtgate angle are set at the required position The 
optical delay line is subsequently scanned (i e τ is varied see Fig 9) over a range 
of 1600 picoseconds, and the timedependence of the luminescence signal is 
displayed This operation mode is particularly suited for studying the timedepen­
dence of luminescence or fluorescence signals [10] as will be presented in chapter 4 
2.6 Insert and photodetection system 
The samples are mounted in a bathcryostat which is placed in the bore of a hybrid 
magnet system and are held at a temperature of 1 5 К The magnet consists of an 8 
Τ NbTi superconducting magnet, which surrounds a two segment Bitter coil with a 
bore diameter of 32 mm The combined system can generate 25 Τ dc at 6 MW 
power input 
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Fig. 12 Detail of the focussing geometry. Inner pipe P^ 
which contains a microscope objective can be rotated to vary 
the focus distance to the sample surface, while the outer pipe 
P2 is immersed in liquid helium. Thermal contact is ensured 
via helium contact gas. 
Fig. 12 shows in detail the focussing geometry of the insert. The picosecond 
lightpulses are focussed with use of a modified M plan 20 microscope objective onto 
the sample surface. To ensure thermal contact the samples are stuck with adhesive 
vanish (General Electric 7031) on a large copper block which is fixed with screws in 
a sampleholder. The two pins at the bottom of this sampleholder fit exactly in the 
holes of the outer pipe Ρ 2 (which is in the He bath) and prevent the sampleholder 
to rotate. Rotating lightpipe Pj enables us to get the sample surface exactly in the 
focal plane of the objective, and to control the divergence of the emitted lumines­
cence, which is collected by the same objective. As is shown in Fig. 1 the lumines­
cence is made collinearly with the delayed picosecond pulse returning from the opti­
cal delay line and both are focussed onto the LÌIO3 lightgate where sumfrequency is 
generated. The generated radiation is focussed by a simple quartz lens (/ = 100 mm) 
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Fig. 13 Spectral response of the photomultiplier EMI 
9789/82QB. ¡n the wavelength region of interest (335 nm to 
355 nm) the quantum eficiency varies less than 1%. 
on the entrance slit of a single grating (1200 lines/mm) 1 meter monochromator 
(Monospek). Detection occurs with a spectral resolution of 0.5 nm with use of an 
EMI 9789/82QB photomultiplier tube .equipped with a quartz window to ensure good 
transmission in the ultaviolet. The spectral response of the photomultiplier and the 
wavelength dependent transmission of the UG 11 Schott glass filter, which is insert-
ed to reject unwanted straylight, are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The spectral 
resonse of the complete photodetection system is essentially determined by: 
(1) The wavelength efficiency of the upconversion crystal. For the different 
luminescence wavelengths to be upconverted the nonlinear crystal is rotated. As 
follows from the discussion of Fig. 4 the conversion efficiency is poportional to 
sin2©. In the wavelength region of interest (850 nm - 750 nm) sin2© increases from 
0.52 to 0.65. 
(2) The wavelength dependent transmission of the monochromator. Over the rela-
tively small upconverted wavelength region (335 nm - 355 nm) the transmission 
curve is practically flat (variation less than 1 %). 
(3) The transmission of the UG 11 filter inserted in front of the photomultiplier 
varies from 82 % at 355 nm to 73 % at 335 nm, and practically compensates the 
sin 2© dependence of the upconversion efficiency. 
(4) The wavelength dependent quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier, which 
varies in the relevant wavelength region less than 1 %. 
The combination of the different elements results in a variation of the spectral inten-
sity response of the photondetection system of less than 5 % over the relevant spec-
tral range. This is satisfactory for the picosecond time-energy resolved photolumines-
cence measurements. 
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Fig. 14 To prevent straylight from entering the photomulti-
plier a colour filter is used, with a transmission (82% at 335 
nm and 73% at 355 nm) which practically compensates the 
sin2© efficiency of the upconversion crystal. 
In conclusion, the combination of a high repetition rate synchronously pumped 
rhodamine 6G dye laser, a rapid scanning autocorrelator, and a LÌIO3 lightgate, al-
lows time-energy resolved luminescence measurements in the wavelength region 
from 700 to 900 nm with: 
(1) Laser excitation in the wavelength region from 580 nm to 620 nm. 
(2) Average exctitation power up to 50 mW. 
(3) Time resolution of 5 ps. ( Limited by the groupvelocity mismatch in the 3 mm 
thick LÌIO3 crystal (cf eq.(ll)). 
(4) Spectral resolution of 0.5 nm. 
(5) Overall spectral intensity response which varies less than 5 %. 
In conclusion this experimental set up represents a useful tool for time-energy 
resolved photoluminescence studies in the picosecond timedomain. 
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CHAPTER 3 PHOTOEXCITATION AND ENERGY RELAXATION OF 
HOT CARRIERS IN GaAs 
3.1 Introduction 
The dynamics of photoexciled hot carriers in semiconductors has extensively been 
studied in recent years, and much progress has been made in understanding the 
basic properties such as carrier-carrier and carricr-phonon interactions [1,2]. Pi-
cosecond timeresolved spectroscopy has contributed much direct information about 
the carrier-phonon interactions by measuring the energy relaxation of photoexcited 
hot carriers [3]. By these techniques a wide range of phenomena has been investi-
gated, including the timedevelopment of the carrier distributions, energy relaxation 
rates, bandfilling and bandgap renormalization [1,2,3]. This chapter starts with a 
brief summary of the important parameters dealing with the energy relaxation of 
photoexcited hot carriers in direct gap semiconductors. In Sec. 3.2 we discuss, with 
use of the GaAs energy bandscheme, the process of photoexcitation and specify the 
conditions for defining an effective carrier temperature. The basic equations for the 
theoretical description of the energy relaxation process and its interconnection to the 
time evolution of the carrier effective temperature which will be used in Sec. 3.4 are 
briefly examined. In Sec. 3.3 the process of radiative recombination of photoexcited 
hot carriers is discussed. As will be shown, the spectral distribution of the emitted 
photoluminescence contains information on the energetic distribution of the carriers 
in the bands. Finally Sec. 3.5 presents the first investigations on the energy relaxa-
tion process of photoexcited hot carriers in GaAs under application of a strong mag-
netic field by picosecond photoluminescence. We show that the energy relaxation is 
strongly affected by application of a magnetic field, and discuss the possible origins 
of the observed magnetic field dependence of the carrier cooling process. 
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3.2 Hot carrier generation and energy relaxation 
3.2.1 Bandstructure of GaAs and photo-excitation process 
Fig. 1 shows part of the energy band structure of GaAs [4], with the direct energy 
gap located at k=0 (centre of the Brioullin zone), formed by the Г
б
 ,Г8 extrema of 
conduction and heavy hole valence band. At &=0 the heavy and light hole bands 
are degenerate, while the split off band Г7 is shifted by 0.34 eV. The direct energy 
gap has a temperature dependence given by: £ g ( r ) = l.519-5.405х10_4Г2/(Г+204) 
eV where Τ is the lattice temperature in K. The dispersion relations of the lowest 
conduction and upper valence bands in GaAs are extensively described by Kane [5]. 
In the relevant region in к -space (under our experimental conditions 
Л<5х10 6 ст~ 1 ), the dispersion relations are adequately described by parabolic 
energy E (eV) r 
·« O i l ) 1 <100) 
F/g. 1 Part of the carrier bandstructure of GaAs plotted for 
the momentum wavevector к in the <100> and <111> direc­
tions. The Г, X and L designate the local bandgap extrema. 
bands E
c v
(k)=h2k2/2m' where m* represents the carrier effective mass. 
If a semiconductor is illuminated with laser light with a photon energy exceeding 
the semiconductor energy gap, electrons and holes are created in respectively con­
duction and valence bands. The rate of energy input into the carrier system is 
determined by the difference between laser photon energy hvj and energy gap E„, 
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and the electron-hole pair generation rate. Under our experimental conditions with 
hv,= 2.05 eV, E g = 1.52 eV the energy input is mainly due to direct interband one 
photon absorption. The contribution of two photon absorption, free carrier absorp-
tion and direct intervalence band transitions between heavy- and light-hole bands 
and split off hole band is several orders of magnitude smaller. 
In case of direct interband absorption with h v , ^ £ g and the assumption of an 
energy independent transition matrix element [6], the ratio of the transitions from 
heavy-, light- and split off-valence bands to the conduction band is given by the ratio 
of the joint density of states (20:5:1 for a photon energy of 2.05 eV, see Fig. 2). 
This allows us to concentrate on the heavy hole valence band. As shown in Fig. 1 
the heavy hole energy surface in к -space is slightly anisotropic. As a result the ini­
tial carrier energy in the excitation process is A:-direction dependent and determined 
by: h v - £ g = £ c ( * ) - ¿ " v ( * ) which means that the absorption of monoenergetic 
photons creates a broadened distribution of electron (hole) energies in conduction 
(valence) band (Fig. 2). Under the experimental conditions the width of the pho-
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Fig. 2 Photoexcitation with a picosecond laserpulse with a 
photon energy hv, generates (instantaneously) electron and 
hole distributions fz and fv in respectively conduction and 
valence band. Both distributions are slightly broadened by 
the valence band anisotropy. The density of electrons and 
holes due to transitions from heavy-, light- and split off-
valence bands is determined by the ratio of the joint density 
of states (20:5:1;. 
toexcited carrier distribution is only 6% of the initial carrier excess energy [6]. 
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To specify the initial conditions after excitation by a picosecond light pulse the 
energy bands are assumed to be parabolic. The excess energy of the photoexcited 
carriers is determined by considering conservation of momentum, A;ph=Jte+Jth and 
energy hv— Eg=(hke)2/2me+(hkh)2/2mh where kph ,ke, and fch are respectively 
the photon- ,electron- and hole-wavevectors. From these equations it follows that 
the initial carrier energies with respect to the bottom of the bands are given by: 
A£e,h = -
fflh.e fu _. 1 ,1 4 
(me+wh) I 4 w 
The initial carrier density n(t~0) after "instantaneous" excitation with a picosecond 
laser pulse in a sample with thickness / is given by: 
n(iM))=np ha(l -Ä)[l-ea/ (2) 
where npìl is the photon density at the sample surface, a=a(hv|) is the absorption 
coefficient for the specified photon energy hv| and R is the reflection coefficient [7]. 
(For GaAs at a photon energy of 2.05 cV a=4xl04cm~1 and R= 0.3). To ensure 
homogeneous excitation the photon flux must be constant over the focus spot and 
the sample thickness / must be much smaller than the penetration depth a - 1 . 
Determination of the excess energy and electron-hole density of the photo excited 
carrier gas specifies the initial conditions for the energy relaxation process. As an 
example for bulk GaAs under the experimental conditions given in Sec. 2.6, elec-
trons and holes are created with an excess energy A£c=465 meV, A£h=65 meV 
and a carrier density ne h = 1 x 1018cm _ 3 . 
3.2.2 Conditions for an effective carrier temperature 
In tetrahedral III-V compounds like GaAs, both electrons and holes couple to the 
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons through polar optical interaction, and to longitu-
dinal and transverse acoustic modes through deformation potential (ADP) and piezo 
electric (APE) coupling. In addition the holes couple to the transverse optical (TO) 
phonons via the optical deformation potential. For GaAs the dominant interaction 
mechanism for carriers with an excess energy exceeding the optical phonon energy 
(36.8 meV) is polar optical phonon scattering, which is due to the interaction of the 
electron (hole) with the lattice polarization [8]. 
The initially photoexcited carrier distributions are thermalized if the intercarrier 
scattering rates (e-e,e-h,h-h) exceed the carrier-phonon scattering rates [9]. This 
restriction can be made quantitative for cw photoexcitation with use of the expres-
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sions for carrier-carrier scattering and carner-LO phonon scattering, and acquires 
that the photoexcited carrier density must exceed a critical value, which for GaAs is 
3 x l 0 1 4 c m - 3 for electrons and 2xl01<icm~3 for holes [9] Optical excitation with pi­
cosecond lightpulses requires some additional considerations, concerning the evolu­
tion of mono-energetic photoexcited carrier distributions [1] However at delay 
times of a few picoseconds after excitation conditions arise similar to those obtained 
under cw photoexcitation, but with all parameters varying in time In all the experi­
ments the carrier densities and delay times after excitation are such that definition of 
an electron-hole temperature is justified 
3.2.3 Hot carrier energy relaxation 
The excess energy of the photoexcited carriers is transferred to the lattice by 
carner-phonon interactions The rate at which a carrier loses energy to the phonon 
modes is determined by dNjdt, which represents the change in number of phonons 
with wavevector q, due to emission and absorption by all the carriers From this 
the average energy loss rate per carrier is obtained by multiplying dNq/dt with the 
phonon energy ϋω^ integrating over all q,and dividing by the number of carriers 
Since the contributions of acoustical modes are negligible during the initial 
downward energy relaxation [10] of the carriers to the band extrema we concentrate 
on the coupling between carriers and optical phonons 
The general expression for the total power that a gas of Fermions releases to the 
lattice is given by Kogan [11] as 
< - Γ - 2 * - Σ * ω „ — | — (3a) dr f " 3t 
where 
dNJt) m'2kBTe .(ΟΥ \Va\2 
*
=
 1¿¿ M l W ь(0)-^(Гр(0)] Ob) 
ft2 2/n'cog Feh(t) 
'
+
^ - » . . > . 7 · . > ( , ) 1 ( , " Ϊ Γ - > + Ϊ Π ^ Μ 1 1 W ; J 
ft2 2m ω. , F e h ( 0 
1+exp- — 2 [(q + Ч-)Ч e h W ] 
8m*A: B r e h ( i) hq * в Г е ч ( 0 
where t represents the time after excitation, T
e h(t) the carrier temperature, V the 
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crystal volume, N^(7(1)) is phonon occupation number, while F e h(i) are the quasi 
Fermi energies for electrons and holes. 
The expression is valid for a degenerate as well as a nondegenerate carrier gas and 
includes spontaneous emission and absorption of phonons. This equation clearly 
shows that the energy relaxation rate depends on temperature of the carriers, posi-
tion of the quasi Fermi levels (Maxwell-Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac statistics), the 
phonon occupation numbers, the range of phonon wavevectors which are involved in 
the energy relaxation process and the carrier-phonon interaction matrix elements. 
The strength of the carrier phonon interaction gets into eq. (3) via the matrix 
element |V(?|2=|<Ä±g|H|fc>|2. For electron (hole) polar optical phonon interac-
tion |V p is given [8] by: 
•?^[±-±т+ь±*) І ^ - ^ ^ - ^ + ^ ) (4) 
where + and - are respectively for emission and absorption. ticDLO =36.8 meV is 
the energy of the LO phonons, where dispersion of the LO phonon branch is 
neglected [8]. 400=10.62 and y.0= 12.53 are the dielectric constants for infinite and 
zero frequencies. 
The interaction matrix element for the optical deformation potential interaction 
of holes with TO phonons is given [8] by: 
'
ν
· Ι
2
- 2 Ϊ ^ - ^ + % ± % ) (5) 
where D = 109 eV/cm is the optical deformation potential , ρ=5.36 g/cm - 3 the cry­
stal density, V the crystal volume and ftcü-j-o =33 meV the transverse optical phonon 
energy (where again dispersion is neglected). 
On the other hand, the relaxation of the phonon system towards the Planck 
equilibrium, at lattice temperature Γ[ is described by: 
э^(г
р
(0) -(%(7-ρ(0)-^(η) 
3ί τ , (6) 
where the lattice dynamical phonon lifetime [12] τ =7 ps for GaAs as determined 
from timeresolved Raman measurements [13]. 
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Fi'g. 3 Energy loss rates averaged over a thermal distribution 
as a function of the carrier temperature, due to interaction of 
the carriers with equilibrium phonons at a bath temperature 
of 4.2 K. 
If we assume the phonons to be in equilibrium with the bath (J = Γι=4.2 К) the en­
ergy relaxation is described by eq. (3) only. For that case the contribution of the 
different mechanisms, to the total avaraged energy loss rate <dE/dt>/n
e h is shown 
in Fig. 3 as a function of carrier temperature for a carrier density of l x l 0 1 8 c m - 3 . 
This picture clearly shows the large contribution of the optical phonons to the ener­
gy relaxation process at carrier temperatures exceeding 50 K. At lower carrier tem­
peratures the energy loss rate is much smaller and is due to the emission of acoustic 
phonons. 
For Т
р
ФТ\ the rate of energy transfer from the carriers to the phonon system 
follows from the coupled set of equations (3) and (6) which have to be solved for 
every phononwavevector q and subsequently summed. In this procedure the quasi 
Fermi energies are determined from the instantaneous carrier temperatures and den­
sities. Results of such a calculation and comparison with the experimental data will 
be discussed in chapter 5. 
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To provide a better insight in the underlying physical mechanisms of the energy 
relaxation process, we will give a brief qualitative discussion. The photoexcited car­
riers lose their initial excess energy (see Sec. 3.2.1) primarily by optical phonon em-
ElmeV) 
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Fig. 4 Momentum and energy conservation determine the 
range of phonon wavevectors q (q
m
i
n
<q<Ятах) ¡п a Pho­
non emission process from a carrier state with energy E and 
wavevector к to a state E—ELO,k', where Е^0 is the longi­
tudinal optical phonon energy. 
ission as is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a single electron. In the energy relaxation pro­
cess momentum and energy conservation determine the wavevector range of emitted 
phonons. As a result the relevant part of the phonon momentum space consists of 
the region between two concentric spheres with radii <7
min and q m a x (see Fig. 4). 
For illustration Fig. 5 shows the phonon wavevectors emitted by a carrier under 
transition from a state (£,*) to a state (£ — £ L O , Ä ' ) as a function of carrier energy. 
The left and right vertical axis give the wavevectors for LO phonon emission by 
respectively electrons and holes, where the upper (lower) half of the curve gives the 
value of i7max (<zmin)· As pointed out in Sec. 3.2.1 the initial excess energy of elec-
trons and holes is respectively 465 meV (=13£L O) and 65 meV (~2£Lo), which 
means that the relevant range in phonon wavevectors is given by 
Ixl06cm - 1<i7ph<1.5xl07cm_ 1 . So, from this Figure it is obvious that the range in 
emitted phonon wavevectors is restricted to a small region in the Brioullin zone 
(since :nc/a=5xl07cm-1 where a is the lattice constant) and is essentially determined 
by the carrier bandstructure (i.e. the carrier effective mass) and the carrier energy. 
Fig. 6 schematically shows the dispersion relations for the optical (LO and TO) and 
acoustical (LA and ТА) phonon modes, and the region in wich LO phonon genera-
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-ρΗ
 an
^ 9h-ph which 
result from resp electron- and hole- LO phonon emission as 
a function of normalized earner energy E/ELQ qmm and 
<7max which depend on carrier energy (see Fig 4) indicate the 
relevant phonon wavevector range, involved in the energy re­
laxation process 
tion occurs As indicated by the arrows the generated phonons decay under conser­
vation of momentum and energy into pairs of lower lying LA phonons Because the 
phonon emission is restricted to a small wavevector range, and the phonon genera­
tion and decay rate are of the same order of magnitude, large phonon populations 
build up locally in the Bnoullin zone [12,14] As a result the generated phonons may 
be reabsorbed by the carriers, which gives rise to a substantial reduction in the net 
rate of carrier cooling The additional coupling of holes to TO phonons (which is an 
order of magnitude weaker, see Fig 3) then starts to play a decisive role Since this 
coupling is phonon wavevector independent (eq (5)), and the hole mass is much 
larger than the electron mass, the phonon momentum phase space of the holes is 
large so that occupation number of the TO phonons remains relatively small The 
carrier cooling is therefore mainly determined by the emission of TO phonons by 
holes via the intrinsically much weaker hole ΓΟ phonon interaction [12] 
For a complete description of the energy relaxation process screening of the 
carner-phonon coupling must be taken into account The screening enters the ener­
gy loss rate equation by replacing the carner-phonon coupling parameter Vq by 
V9
scr
 = Vg/E(^,œ) where t{q,w) is the dielectric constant Theoretical treatments 
based on static screening (Thomas-Fermi) quite well explain the substantial reduc-
tion in energy relaxation which is observed experimentally under high excitation 
densities [15,16] The carrier density dependence in the static screening enters via 
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/ T L O phonon generation 
Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the phonon dispersion re-
lations showing the optical (LO, TO) and acoustical (LA, 
TA) branches. In the hot carrier energy relaxation process 
LO phonons are generated in a restricted region in the 
Brioullin zone, and subsequently decay (under conservation 
of energy and momentum) in LA phonons. 
the Thomas-Fermi screening length gT F which is proportional to the density of 
states at the Fermi energy (qTF<x g(EF)) [17]. However recent calculations [12] 
suggest that screening plays a minor role, and in the presence of nonequilibrium 
phonons it even accelerates the carrier cooling. In that case, the energy relaxation is 
reduced by reabsorption of LO phonons. Any phonon disturbance is directly propor-
tional to the number of carriers, if screening effects are neglected. But the actual 
screening will weaken this proportionality, thereby decrease the number of initially 
generated phonons and consequently diminish the retarding action of the reabsorp-
tion mechanism. So in that case screening will accelerate the carrier cooling. It 
should be noticed that in the presence of a high density plasma the carrier LO pho-
non interactions are dynamically screened at the optical phonon frequency. Theoret-
ical treatments on dynamic screening [18] showed that for a carrier density of 
lxl01 8cm - 3 the average LO phonon interaction rate is reduced by a factor of two. 
In addition dynamic screening has the effect of concentrating the phonon emission in 
a narrow range of phonon wavevectors, which enhances the heating of the particular 
modes, and reduces the carrier cooling. 
To conclude the energy loss of the carrier gas is the sum of the energy losses for 
electrons and holes: < d £ / d í > e h p = <d£/d í> e - l -<d£/d í> h . The temperature 
evolution of the hot carriers after excitation with a picosecond lightpulse is obtained 
by integrating the equation < d £ / d i > = ( d £ : / d r e i h ) x ( d r e h/dr) where d £ / d r e h 
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is the specific heat of the carrier gas [19]. Here the initial temperature 7"
e
 h ( i = 0 ) · 5 
determined by the excess energy of the photo excited carriers. 
As discussed above the energy relaxation is essentially determined by the carrier 
bandstructure via the volume of the relevant phonon momentum space and the pos­
sible screening effects. Since application of a magnetic field affects the carrier 
bandstructure a change in energy relaxation is expected. In Sec. 3.5 we report the 
first investigations on the hot carrier energy relaxation in the presence of a strong 
magnetic field. 
3.3 Photoluminescence 
By illumination a semiconductor material with laser light with a photon energy 
exceeding the bandgap of the material electrons and holes are generated in respec­
tively conduction and valence bands. These photoexcited carriers recombine via non-
radiative or radiative recombination processes, where in the latter case luminescence 
radiation is emitted. In a semiconductor material a variety of radiative transitions 
may occur at or near the band edges [20,21], which may be impurity related in 
doped crystals. On the other hand, if the material is sufficiently pure, and the gen­
erated carrier density is below a critical value (Mott density, for GaAs 
п
С 1.«=10
1 7
ст
_ 3
 [22,23]) electrons and holes might pair into free excitons which 
recombine radiatively. In a direct gap semiconductor momentum and energy con­
servation determines the energy of the emitted photon hv = £g — £
x
 where 
E
x
= R y / n 2 is the excitonic Rydberg ( £
x
= 3 . 8 meV) and η is an integer. Free exci­
ton emission might consist of a series of narrow lines (spectral width = 1 meV) re­
flecting the higher exciton states, however the oscillator strength and thus the inten­
sity of the higher order peaks decreases rapidly with n~3 [24]. In GaAs the n = l 
and η =2 free exciton transitions have been identified [25]. Although exciton states 
represent the lowest energy states for electron-hole pairs, excitons are formed only 
in the purest materials at low temperatures. 
In general a fraction of the excited carriers remains free and occupies the band 
states. This is certainly true at temperatures where kBT>Ex, and also in less per­
fect crystals where local fields tend to break up the exciton into free carriers which 
then recombine in band to band transitions. In the ideal case (i.e. no states in the 
energygap) the emission has a low energy threshold at h ν =Eg. For the relevant 
range of electron-hole densities 10 1 7 cm _ 3 <n
e h < 5 x l 0
1 8
c m
- 3
 the carrier distribu­
tions are thermalized (see Sec. 3.2.2) and characterized characterized by quasi Fermi 
levels F
e
 and F h (see Fig. 7) and a carrier temperature Te h (40 К < Г е h < 500 
К). The above mentioned conditions, in combination with the low lattice tempera-
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g v (E)~(hv-Ë g -E) V 2 
Γ hV-Ëg-E Fh 1 ' 
fv(E)= l+expt f- -) 
Fig 7 The process of free earner band to band recombina-
tion is well described by a non k-conservation model, con-
taining the density of states functions gc V(L) and the Fermi 
distribution functions fc V(E) for electrons and holes 
ture (Γ) =1.5 К) and the high purity of the GaAs crystals, make that exciton contri­
butions are negligible, and the luminescence is primarily due to band-band transi­
tions The spectral distribution of the luminescence radiation can be described by a 
free carrier recombination model neglecting ^-selection rule [26] On the right side 
of Fig 7 the expression used for fitting the time resolved luminescence spectra is 
given Неге В is a constant which contains the optical matrix element, £ g represents 
the renormalized bandgap as a result of the high density of injected carriers [27] and 
the definition of the other symbols is found above 
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3.5 Effect of a strong magnetic field on the energy relaxation of hot carriers in GaAs 
Abstract 
We report the first investigations on the energy relaxation of an electron-hole 
plasma in GaAs in the presence of a strong magnetic field With use of pi­
cosecond photoluminescence we determined that by increasing the magnetic 
field the cooling rate initially strongly slows down, reaches its minimum 
around 10 Τ and thereupon speeds up with increasing field strength We dis­
cuss the possible origins of the dramatic changes in energy relaxation 
40 
Hot carrier behaviour in semiconductors is governed by the exchange of 
energy and momentum between electrons and holes, and between carriers and pho-
nons Knowledge about carrier-carrier and carner-phonon interactions is extremely 
important, not only from a fundamental point of view, but also for the modelling 
and performance of submicron semiconductor devices. Determination of the carrier 
energy loss rate gives fundamental insight into the carner-phonon interactions, since 
it is directly related to the inelastic carner-phonon collisions. The energy relaxation 
by optical phonon emission of photoexcited hot carriers in bulk GaAs has been stu­
died by cw and picosecond spectroscopy [1-5] In the picosecond experiments sub­
stantial deviations are observed between calculated and experimentally determined 
energy relaxation (cooling) rates which are attributed to screening of the carner-
phonon interactions [5-7] and nonequihbnum optical phonon disnbutions [8] Ap­
plication of a magnetic field influences the screening as well as the carner-phonon 
coupling via the changed density of states (Landau levels) It is therefore expected 
that application of a magnetic field affects the energy relaxation rate 
We report in this paper the first investigations on the energy relaxation of a 
photoexcited electron-hole (e-h) plasma in bulk GaAs in the presence of a strong 
magnetic field. The most impressing result of our studies is that the magnetic field 
dramatically reduces the energy relaxation rate By increasing the magnetic field the 
cooling rate initially slows down, reaches its minimum somewhere around B=10 T, 
and then speeds up again with increasing field strength We estimate a reduction in 
the cooling rate of a factor of 1 1 at 5 = 4 T, a factor of 7 at 5=8 T, while at 5=16 
Τ the energy relaxation is a factor of 5 slower than at 5 = 0 T. Similar measure­
ments, on the magnetic field dependent hot carrier energy relaxation in 
GaAs/AljGaj^As quantum well structures [9], show an analogous behaviour. 
Our measurements reveal the evolution of temperature T
e h(f) and density 
nt h ( i ) of the earners, and for 5 ^ 0 the Landau level broadening parameter Γ(ί) by 
fitting the data with an expression for the luminescence intensity У(йш) which con­
tains the Fermi functions, and the density of states for electrons and holes in a mag­
netic field. 
The experiments are carried out at a bath temperature of 1 5 K. Optical excita­
tion is achieved by picosecond lightpulses (duration 2 ps) from a cw dye laser (emis­
sion wavelength 610 nm), which is synchronously pumped by a modelocked Kr-ion 
laser. For time resolved detection of the luminescence radiation a hghtgate [10,11] 
consisting of a nonlinear optical crystal (L1IO3) and an optical delay line, and a i m 
monochromator with a photomultiplier tube are used The angle of the nonlinear 
optical crystal can be synchronously tuned with the monochromator to measure the 
spectral distribution of the luminescence radiation at different moments after 
excitation The wavelength response of our system has been calibrated with use of a 
quartz halogen lamp. To allow lock-in detection techniques the excitation beam is 
mechanically chopped High magnetic fields (up to 25 Τ de) are delivered by the hy-
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brid magnet system of the University of Nijmegen. 
The sample is grown by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) in the 
apparatus described elsewhere [12], and consists of a 0.25 μπι thick GaAs layer con­
fined between 0.1 μπι thick Al
 6Ga 4AS barrier layers on an η-type substrate. The 
barrier layers are grown to avoid surface recombination, diffusion of the carriers to 
the substrate, and to reduce the gradient in carrier density perpendicular to the sur­
face. The Al
 6 Ga 4As barrier layers are transparant for the excitation wavelength 
and the initially excited electron-hole density n
e h is estimated to be l x l 0
1 8
c m
- \ 
To study the energy relaxation process, hot electrons and holes are generated by 
interband absorption of picosecond lightpulses. The photoexcited carriers relax out 
of the initial states within a picosecond by carrier-carrier interactions, which ther-
malize the e-h plasma to a carrier temperature T
e h far above the lattice tempera­
ture [1]. This nonequilibrium e-h plasma subsequently relaxes (cools down) by 
carrier-phonon interactions, where in case of carrier temperatures T
e h 3= 50 К the 
emission of optical phonons dominates [1,8]. In order to obtain the temperature 
T
e h(/) and density η ε .ή(0 0 ^ the carriers and for ВтЧ) the Landau level broadening 
r(f) at different moments after excitation, the measured spectral luminescence inten­
sity distribution /(tico) due to electron-hole recombination is fitted with an expres­
sion [4] given by: 
hu)-/?,, 
/(ftü)) = C ƒ g c ( £ ) g v ( h r o - / ? - £ g ) / c ( E ) / v ( t u o - . E - £ g ) d E (l) 
0 
where С is a constant which contains the dipole moment matrix element. £„ is the 
renormalized GaAs bandgap [4,13] and fCy(E) represent the Fermi distribution 
functions for electrons and holes. The density of states g
c V(E) for electrons and 
holes in the presence of a magnetic field [14] is represented by: 
(E-EN)+ (E-EN)4r2 
'Δ 
(Ε-Ε
Ν
)2+Γ2 
where l=(h/eB)'/2 is the radius of the classical cyclotron orbit, m* is the carrier effec­
tive mass, EN=(N + l/2)h(i)c with N the Landau level index and (ac=eB/m* is the 
cyclotron frequency. The Landau levels are Lorentzian broadened, as is given by 
the parameter Г=У2т [14], where l/τ is the average rate for carrier scattering. The 
individual energy levels are observed seperately if the level splitting fuu is greater 
than the level broadening Γ. Notice that, by using this broadening one introduces 
carrier states in the energy gap [14] caused by the long Lorentzian tails. Therefore 
to fit the experimentally obtained data the N=0 term in the density of states func­
tion has to be replaced by a more complex expression [15]. Further nonparabolicity 
,(£)= 1 2π12 
m* 
h2 
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of the conduction band [16] and a ΔΛ/=0 selection rule are taken into account. 
Contribution of light- and split off-hole valence bands into the density of states may 
be neglected [17]. Reabsorption effects, which may lower the apparent carrier tem­
perature slightly, are not taken into account, since ihcy are expected to work out 
identically for B=Q and ВФІ) and to be of minor importance. Spin splitting (0.026 
meV/T) is neglected, since it is small compared to к
ъ
 Г
е h and to the Landau level 
splitting for electrons (1.7 meV/T) and holes (0.24 meV/T). 
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Fig. 1. Measured and calculated time resolved luminescence 
spectra in the absence of a magnetic field, all drawn on the 
same vertical scale to show the evolution of the Іиттечсепсе 
signal for the different photon energies. 
Fig. 1 shows measured and calculated spectral luminescence distributions due to 
electron-hole recombination at different delay times after excitation during the first 
850 ps in the absence of a magnetic field. The spectra are all drawn here on the 
same vertical scale to depict the evolution of the luminescence signal for the dif­
ferent photon energies. The changing slopes on the high energy side of the subse­
quent spectra reflect the decreasing carrier temperature due to phonon emission [1]. 
The low energy sides give the reduced bandgap [4, 13], which monotonously shifts 
to higher energies in time due to the decreasing carrier density nt ^. 
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In Fig. 2 similar spectra at B=16 Τ are presented. The dotted lines, which 
represent the calculated fits, show that the data are well described by the thermal-
ized carrier distributions. At short delay times (f<35 ps) Landau level structure is 
smoothened due to the large value of the Landau level broadening parameter Γ. 
With increasing delay time the value of Γ reduces and a more pronounced structure 
is observed. Due to a decrease in temperature r
e i h and density n e h of the carriers 
the occupation of higher Landau levels decreases, as shown by the reduction in spec­
tral range of the luminescence signal, and finally at 750 ps only the N=0 level is po­
pulated. 
To give more insight in the evolution of the electron-hole plasma. Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4 present the time dependence of the different parameters. The dashed line in 
Fig. 3 shows the values of the Landau level broadening parameter Γ(ί), as deter­
mined from the Landau level structure on the luminescence radiation. The absolute 
value of Γ depends strongly on the more or less pronounced oscillating structure. 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
830 820 810 800 790 780 770 
150 152 ISA 156 158 160 162 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 2. Measured and calculated time resolved luminescence 
spectra in the presence of a magnetic field of ß=16 T. With 
increasing delay time Landau level structure gets more pro-
nounced, and occupation of higher Landau levels decreases. 
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This level broadening, which is attributed to a finite lifetime of a carrier state caused 
by carrier-carrier and carner-phonon scattering, depends on density and temperature 
of the carriers, on phonon occupation number and on strength of the magnetic field 
The reduction in time ol Γ is due relaxation and recombination of the carriers, and a 
return to equilibrium of the phonon system The absolute value of several meV 
corresponds to a carrier scattering time of a few tenth's of a picosecond, as expected 
for intcrcarner- and carrier-optical phonon-scattermg [1] 
The solid lines in Fig 3 represent the timedependence of the carrier density for 
Β=ΰ Τ and ß = 16 Τ, which decreases due to radiative and nonradiative recombina­
tion and carrier diffusion A direct comparison of the hot carrier energy loss rates in 
the presence and absence of a magnetic field is only allowed if the carrier densities 
are equal. This is practically the case during the first 200 ps, in which the main part 
of the cooling by optical phonon emission occurs. 
We finally discuss the energy relaxation of the electron-hole plasma. Fig 4 
shows the carrier temperatures at different moments after excitation obtained from 
the fitting procedure, where the error bars are related to the signal to noise ratio of 
our data. The temperature evolutions clearly show that application of a magnetic 
field has a substantial effect on the energy relaxation / e on the carner-phonon in­
teraction rates. The solid lines show calculated cooling curves for LO phonon emis­
sion by degenerate electrons and Maxwell holes [18] for a carrier density 
n
e h = l x l 0
1 8
c m ~
1
 and an initial carrier temperature T
e h(r=0)=400 К The fitting 
procedure yields an energy relaxation rate constant τ 0 [3] of 13 8 ps at B=0 T, 15 2 
ps at В =4 Τ, 96 6 ps at fl =8 Τ, and 69 0 ps at В = 16 Τ 
time (ps) 
Fig 3 Landau level broadening (dashed) and carrier density 
(solid) as a function of time after excitation The lines are 
drawn as a guide for the eye 
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Fig 4 Evolution of the carrier temperature for B={) Τ, B=% 
Τ and Β=\(Ί Τ The solid lines me calculated cooling сш\еь 
to estimate the effect of the magnetic field on the energ\ re­
laxation rate 
Notice that a more rigorous treatment to describe the earner cooling should contain 
the (magnetic field dependent) kinetics of coupled carrier and phonon distribution 
functions [8], the coupling of holes to TO phonons, dynamical screening of the 
carner-phonon interactions, a finite lifetime of the carriers, and the variation of the 
density of states function in time as given by the Landau level broadening parameter 
Γ(ί) We use the simple model only to estimate the effect of a magnetic field on the 
earner cooling, by introducing a relaxation rate constant τ0 In the absence of a 
magnetic field the carrier cooling, which occurs for Г
с h >50 К by optical phonon 
emission, is practically completed within 100 ps These experimental data are in 
agreement with previously reported results by other groups [1, 2, 3] and extensively 
discussed in literature As to application of a magnetic field, the dramatic change m 
energy relaxation may have several origins, which we will examine briefly (1) The 
hot carriers lose their excess energy primarily by optical phonon emission, where en­
ergy and momentum conservation determine the wavevector range of the emitted 
phonons So, the volume of the phonon momentum space involved in the energy re­
laxation process is essentially determined by the carrier bandstructure Application 
of a magnetic field changes in addition to the bandstructure the relevant phonon 
momentum space, as was shown by Calecki and Lewiner [19] for hot carriers in the 
extreme quantum limit In general the quantization of the carrier motion in Landau 
orbits leads to restrictions on the carner-phonon interaction rate, which depend on 
the relative value of Landau level splitting йш
с
 and optical phonon energy 1\ω^0 
[20] Magneto-phonon resonances (where Nxtito
c
=licDLo with N an integer) are 
weakened by the Landau level broadening, which is extremely large at short delay 
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times, where the main part of the cooling occurs. (2) The reduction in cooling rate 
as determined by nonequilibrium LO phonons [8] is affected by a magnetic field. A 
change in phonon momentum space influences the rate of energy exchange between 
carriers and phonons and therefore the deviation from equilibrium of the LO pho-
non population. It should further be noticed that, at magneto-phonon resonance 
conditions, the carricr-phonon scattering rates i.e. both emission and absorption 
rates of phonons by carriers, have their maximum value. This implies that 
magneto-phonon resonances are suppressed and can completly vanish as a result of 
nonequilibrium phonons [20]. (3) The effect of dynamic screening on the carrier LO 
phonon interaction in a high density plasma under application of a strong magnetic 
field has not been studied untili now. Recent experimental [21] and theoretical [22] 
studies have shown that in the absence of a magnetic field screening does play a 
minor role. 
In conclusion, we have for the first time investigated the energy relaxation of 
photoexcited hot carriers in the presence of a strong magnetic field. We observed 
that the energy relaxation dramatically slows down at low magnetic fields (fl<10 T) 
and subsequently speeds up again at higher field values. We suggest that magneto-
phonon resonances are suppressed by Landau level broadening and nonequilibrium 
LO phonons, and that the volume of the relevant phonon momentum space plays a 
decisive role in the observed magnetic field dependence of the energy relaxation 
rate. 
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CHAPTER 4 ENERGY RELAXATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL HOT 
CARRIERS IN GaAs/AIGaAs QUANTUM WELL 
STRUCTURES 
4.1 Introduction 
The tremendous advances in the field of semiconductor physics are strongly stimulat-
ed by the recent development of crystal growth techniques. These techniques offer 
the possibility for epitaxial growth of different lattice matched layered structures 
with layer thicknesses smaller than or comparable to the deBroglie wavelength of 
the carriers [1]. When the layer thickness approaches the deBroglie wavelength size 
quantization effects emerge, and the material properties gradually deviate from the 
more familiar bulk properties. In these structures carrier motion is quasi two di-
mensional (2-D) since in the plane perpendicular to the heterojunction (z-direction) 
it is restricted by the potential barriers in conduction and valence bands (analogous 
to the square well potential), while the motion in the x-y plane remains unaffected 
[1]. The electrical and optical properties of quasi two dimensional carrier gases in 
semiconductors have gained considerable interest because of their importance for 
fundamental physics as well as technical applications. Quasi two dimensional carrier 
gases can appear in accumulation and inversion layers at various types of interfaces, 
in superlattices and in quantum well structures. In our experiments we concentrate 
on the two dimensional carrier gas in GaAs/Al^Ga^^As quantum well structures. 
In Sec. 4.2 we discuss the basic features of such a quantum well structure and briefly 
summarize its photoluminescence and hot carrier relaxation properties. Sec. 4.4 
presents the first investigations on the energy relaxation of hot photoexcited carriers 
in the presence of a strong magnetic field. From time-energy resolved photo-
luminescence it is shown that the energy relaxation of hot carriers is substantially af-
fected by application of a magnetic field. The physical mechanisms which may be 
responsible for the impressive changes in energy relaxation are briefly examined. In 
Sec. 4.5 we discuss the process of carrier collection in an MOVPE grown quantum 
well structure, which follows after optical generation of carriers in the barrier layers. 
Time resolved luminescence spectra reveal the dynamics of the carrier transfer pro-
cess, and show the collection of charge carriers to be very efficient. A comparison 
of our data with previously reported results [2] on MBE grown material reveals sub-
stantial differences in timescale for carrier collection. 
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4.2 The Ga As/Al
 t Ga ^ As quantum well structure 
4.2.1 Bandstructure parameters 
A GaAs/AljGaj.jAs quantum well structure is formed by a thin GaAs layer of 
thickness L
z
 (L
z
<30 nm) which is epitaxially grown between two A l ^ G a ^ A s 
layers. The GaAs bandstructure (see Fig. 1 Chapter 3) has a direct bandgap (Γ6,Γ8) 
centered at k=0. The energygap of the Al^Ga^^As increases with Aluminium 
concentration x, and is for the direct case i.e. 0<*<0.45 represented by [3]: 
Eg
r(.x:)=£g(GaAs) +1.247* eV. For the indirect case i.e. x>0A5 the energygap 
(at the X point) is given by: £ g x = £ g ( G a A s ) + 1.247A: + 1.147(A:-0.45)2 eV. Due 
to the difference in energygap between GaAs and Al^Gaj^As, 
(AE g =£ g (AlGaAs)-E g (GaAs)), discontinuities A£ c =0.57A£ g and Δ £ ν = 0 . 4 3 Δ £ 8 
[4] (see Fig. 1) in respectively conduction and valence bands excist at the interfaces. 
As a result in both conduction and valence band a potential well structure is formed. 
If the thickness of the GaAs layer, and therefore the width of the potential well, is 
reduced to values comparable to or smaller than the deBroglie wavelength of the 
electron (hole), carrier motion is confined in the2-direction. The size quantization 
effect leads to the formation of two dimensional subbands [1], in which kz is quan­
tized and lifts the degeneracy of the light and heavy hole valence bands (see Fig. 1 
Chapter 3). Assuming simple parabolic bands the dispersion relation for the 2-D 
carriers is given by: £ = £ „ + \\2k2/2m' where η is the subband number, E
n
 is the 
subband energy, m* the carrier effective mass and к the wavevector in the x-y 
plane. In the limit of an infinite well depth the energy values for the succesive sub-
bands approach to:£„=(lt2n2/2m*LZ)n2. The density of states for the 2-D carrier 
00 
gas is given by gc ( £ ) = ( т У л й 2 ) 2 ® ( £ _ £ і ) where the summation runs over the 
( = 1 
different subbands (see Fig. 1). 
To obtain a better approximation a calculation of the energy levels in a one di­
mensional potential well of finite depth, has to be carried out. Further refinement 
of the model is obtained by taking into account the carrier mass dependence on the 
Aluminium concentration x, for the part of the wavefunctions that penetrate into 
the Al jGaj . jAs layers. The χ dependence of the electron, heavy hole and light 
hole masses is respectively given by m
e
(;t) = (0.0665 + 0.083JC)W0, т ь і і ( х )=(0.50 + 
0.3b:)mo and mih(;t) = (0.08 + 0.057;t)m0 [3]. A second improvement is obtained 
by taking into account the nonparabolicity of the GaAs Г6 conduction band [5] 
which leads to an effective mass dependence on electron energy £ given 
by:m"(£)=0.0665 + 0.236E + 0.0436£2 - 0.1437£3 where E is measured in eV 
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Fig. 1 GaAs/AlxGai_xAs layered structure and correspond-
ing real space energy bands, showing the energygap discçn-
tinuities AEC and AEV, the envelope wavefunctions, the sub-
band energy levels and the corresponding two dimensional 
density of states functions gc V(E). The circle and the ellipse 
represent the spatial extension of the wavefunctions of the 
bulk and confined excitan. 
from the bottom of the conduction band. 
In contrast to the electron mass, the hole masses in the quantum well layer are 
anisotropic. Perpendicular to the layers the masses are given by m h h l =0.34 m0 
and m | h x =0.094 m0, which data are extracted from the energy values of the ener-
getic subband positions by means of photoluminescence, absorption or excitation 
spectroscopy [4]. Fig. 2 shows the result of a calculated energy bandscheme for a 
quantum well of 5 nm thickness confined between Al
 6Ga 4AS layers which is used 
in the experiments described in Sec. 4.4. The Figure shows the energygap and cal-
culated subband positions for the different layers of the structure. The arrows indi-
cate the laser photon energy (2.050 eV), the radiative transitions for electron- heavy 
hole (1.657 eV), electron-light hole (1.708 eV) and the near band emission from the 
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GaAs buffer layer on the substrate (1.519 eV). Determination of the hole masses 
parallel to the 2-D GaAs layers was carried out with use of excitation spectroscopy 
in the presence of a strong magnetic field [6] and showed a mass dependence on 
wellwidth Lz. For a quantum well width of 5 nm the parallel heavy and light hole 
Al6Ga4As 
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Fig. 2 Real space energy bandscheme containing the sample 
parameters with the calculated optical transition energies and 
the laser photon energy. This sample is used in the experi­
ments described in Sec. 4.4. 
masses are respectively determined to be т^ц^тс, and mih||=0.2mo. Remind that 
the carrier masses parallel to the 2-D GaAs layers are relevant for calculation of the 
kinetic energy of the carriers and study of the energy relaxation processes. The 
above described one dimensional model for subband calculation gives results which 
are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. However it should be noticed 
that a more rigorous analysis which takes into account the carrier motion in the x-y 
plane, shows highly nontrivial dispersion of the subbands [7]. 
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4.2.2 Luminescence and energy relaxation properties 
We next discuss the luminescence properties of undoped GaAs/Al^Ga^As 
quantum well structures and give a motivation on the study which will be presented 
in Sec. 4.4. The low temperature luminescence of quantum wells with layer thick­
ness Lz <30 nm, at moderate or weak excitation densities, is dominated by intrinsic 
free exciton recombination [8,9,10], which may be present even up to room tem­
peratures as shown by Chemla et al. [11]. The binding energy of the free exciton in­
creases, and the Bohr radius decreases, with decreasing L
z
, reflecting the transition 
from the 3-D to the 2-D exciton [12,13]. At high excitation intensities appreciable 
bandfilling is possible, which manifests itself by a broadening of the luminescence 
spectrum. The luminescence properties under these conditions should be described 
by a free carrier recombination model, taking into account the 2-D excitonic 
enhancement of the optical matrix element by inclusion of a Sommerfeld factor 
[14,15]. 
For illustration the process of direct interband excitation for a two dimensional 
carrier gas is schematically given in Fig. 3. The carriers are excited from the occu­
pied valence band to the empty conduction band by absorption of photons. In the 
Figure the length of the arrow corresponds to the photon energy. For energy and 
momentum to be conserved the nearly monochromatic laser light dictates that direct 
transtions be allowed only for a narrow range of states in conduction and valence 
band (indicated by the shaded rings). These energetically allowed states are narrow 
in energy, but isotropic in momentum space. Intercarrier interactions (e-e, e-h, h-h) 
thermalize the initially photoexcited carrier distributions within a picosecond [16] to 
an effective carrier temperature Г
е h far above the lattice temperature. These ther-
malized distribution of carriers in conduction and valence bands are adequately 
described by Fermi-Dirac or Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. On the left side of Fig. 4 
the two dimensional density of states g{E) for the lowest subband Ε ι and popula­
tion of the bands g(E)xf(E) (shaded region) are schematically shown. The second 
picture from the left represents the corresponding dispersion paraboloid for the 
quasi two dimensional carriers, for a fixed value of kz. The right side of Fig. 4, for 
the situation where a magnetic field is applied, will be discussed later on. 
The process of carrier thermalization and relaxation in directly excited quantum 
well structures (where the laser light is only absorbed in the thin GaAs layers) has 
first been studied by Shank et al. [16]. It was observed that at high excitation densi­
ties (и
е
 1,^2.5* 10 1 7cm_ 3) exciton contributions are screened and a large subband 
renormalization and bandfilling occurs. Their results indicate the thermalization and 
energy relaxation in quantum well structures is very similar to that in bulk GaAs. 
Measurments by Xu and Tang [17] showed pronounced differences in carrier cooling 
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the optical excitation process in a two di-
mensional semiconductor. Due to energy and momentum 
conservation the photoexcited carrier distributions are 
monoenergetic and isotropic in momentum space. 
rate as a function of excitation intensity for quantum well structures and bulk GaAs. 
Recently Ryan et al. [18] determined the energy relaxation in quantum wells to be 
strongly reduced with respect to bulk GaAs, and reported an excitation independent 
hot carrier relaxation rate. This reduced cooling in quantum well structures might 
be due to a reduced carrier dimensionality, free carrier screening of the Fröhlich in-
teraction, or nonequilibrium longitudinal optical phonon distributions. 
Theoretical treatments on the interaction between carriers and optical phonons 
suggest the carrier-phonon scattering rate in quantum well structures to be some-
what enhanced over the bulk values [19-22]. The differences in the obtained results 
are all due to the complex problem concerning the momentum conservation in the 
direction normal to the quantum well layers. In bulk material the carrier-phonon 
scattering is constrained by the usual conservation laws for energy and momentum, 
while in a quantum well momentum in the direction in which the motion is restricted 
is fuzzily conserved [22]. This makes calculations on the carrier-phonon interaction 
rates far more complex and less reliable. An added complication arises from the 
restrictions imposed on the motion of the phonons in the well. It is often assumed 
that the phonon system is that of bulk material, where the influence of the composi-
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Fig. 4 Partially populated two-dimensional density of states 
function g(E), with the corresponding dispersion paraboloid. 
In case a magnetic field is applied in the represented confi-
guration the density of states changes in a summation over 
(Gaussian) broadened Landau levels. 
tional changes at the interfaces [23] and the role of interface phonon modes [24] is 
neglected. A third problem arises as a result of the complex valence band structure 
[7], which makes calculations on the hole-phonon interaction scattering rates ex-
tremely complicated. With respect to the cooling rate of the hot photoexcited car-
riers (with carrier densities up to 1018 . cm ~3) in quantum wells one has to consider 
the combined kinetics of the carrier and phonon systems and the dynamic screening 
of the carrier-phonon interactions. More recent calculations [25,26] take only into 
account several of these effects and the description of the experimentally determined 
cooling rates is not quite satisfactory at the moment. 
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4.2.3 Magnetic field effects 
We now turn to the situation where a magnetic field is applied. In the lower 
part of Fig. 4 the excitation geometry is shown. The arrow indicates the magnetic 
field direction, in combination with the exciting picosecond laser pulse and the 
luminescence due to electron- hole recombination by the epilayers. Application of a 
magnetic field quantizes the carrier motion into cyclotron orbits (Landau states), 
and in the absence of carrier scattering the density of states changes into a summa­
tion over a set of delta functions. The carrier energy is completely quantized and 
given by E
n N = En+EN, where E„ and EN are respectively the confinement energy 
for subband number η and the Landau level energy for level index N (see right side 
of Fig. 4). As a result of this complete energy quantization the carrier states get 
zero dimensional. However due to intercarrier scattering as well as scattering of the 
carriers with lattice vibrations, the lifetime of a carrier state is finite which results in 
a broadening of the Landau levels. On the right side of Fig. 4 the N=0 and N = 1 
broadened Landau levels are schematically drawn, where the shaded region 
represents the Landau level population. The corresponding dispersion paraboloid 
shown on the extreme right side shows the partially occupied Landau levels, where 
the ratio of population is determined by the density and temperature of the carriers. 
As will be discussed in Sec. 4.4 the magnetic field changes in addition to the 
dimensionality of the carriers in fc-space, the screening of the carrier phonon in­
teractions and the nonequilibrium phonon populations. So, by application of a mag­
netic field perpendicular to the quasi 2-D layers of a quantum well structure a 
change in energy relaxation is expected. 
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4.4.1 Relaxation of hot two dimensional carriers in a strong magnetic field studied 
with picosecond photoluminescence 
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We report the first investigations on the effect of a strong magnetic field 
on the energy relaxation of hot carriers in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells 
studied with picosecond time resolved photoluminescence The energy 
relaxation is significantly increased at strong magnetic fields (20 T), while 
at lower field values (8 T) it is reduced with respect to B=0 Τ We dis­
cuss the possible origins of this dramatic change in energy relaxation 
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Study of the effect of quantum confinement of hot carriers in a semicon­
ductor is of fundamental interest for the understanding of lower dimensional 
carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon interactions and of importance in the design of 
high speed semiconductor devices. Semiconductor layered structures like hetero-
junctions, quantum wells and superlattices arc well known systems where the carrier 
motion is confined in one dimension. Application of a strong magnetic field leads to 
an additional carrier confinement which allows study of one-dimensional or zero-
dimensional carrier states analogous to carrier states in respectively a quantum well 
wire or a quantum well box [1]. 
Energy relaxation (cooling) of hot two-dimensional (2-D) electrons and holes 
and excitons, of which motion is confined in one direction by a quantum well, have 
been studied by excite and probe and luminescence experiments [2-6]. Recent ex­
periments on GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells have shown that the energy loss which 
occurs mainly via carrier-optical phonon interaction, is slower than theoretically ex­
pected [4,7]. This may be due to dimensionality effects and screening of the carrier 
phonon interactions [4] or to a nonequilibrium LO-phonon distribution [7,8]. Appli­
cation of a magnetic field influences the screening of the carrier phonon interactions, 
as well as the nonequilibrium phonon population, through a change in density of 
states (Landau levels). It is therefore expected that the energy relaxation is affected 
by the presence of a magnetic field. 
In this paper we present for the first time a study of the effect of a strong mag­
netic field on the energy relaxation of hot carriers in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells 
by time resolved picosecond photoluminescence measurements. We find, for appli­
cation of a magnetic field perpendicular to the GaAs layers, that the energy relaxa­
tion of the hot 2-D carriers at S=20 Τ is substantially increased, while at lower field 
strengths (B=8 T) the carrier cooling is reduced with respect to B= 0 T. On the 
other hand similar measurements with the magnetic field parallel to the layers show 
no effect on the cooling rate. This independence in carrier cooling can be under­
stood by reminding that the cyclotron orbit diameter exceeds the quantum well 
width. As a result the carrier wavefunctions and the density of states are practically 
unperturbed, and the cooling rate is not affected. Similar measurements on the 
magnetic field dependent carrier cooling in bulk GaAs show an analogous behaviour 
[9]· 
The experiments are carried out at a bath temperature of 1.5 К on an MOVPE 
grown quantum well structure [10] consisting of 5 GaAs wells of each 5 nm thick 
confined between 100 nm thick AI ^ G a .45AS layers. The hot carriers are directly 
excited in the GaAs layers by a picosecond light pulse from a synchronously pumped 
cw dye laser (duration 2 ps, repetition rate 82 MHz, emission wavelength 605 nm) 
where the initial electron-hole density is estimated to be SxlG^cm - 3 . For time 
resolved detection of the luminescence radiation due to carrier recombination a 
lightgate [11] consisting of a L i I 0 3 crystal and a delay line, and a i m monochroma-
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tor with a photomultiplier tube are used. Performance and calibration of a similar 
lightgate system are discussed elsewhere [12]. The wavelength response of our sys­
tem has been calibrated with use of a quartz halogene lamp. To allow lock-in detec­
tion techniques the excitation beam is mechanically chopped. High magnetic fields 
(up to 25 Τ de) are delivered by the hybrid magnet system of the University of 
Nijmegen. 
The steady state luminescence spectrum of our sample at B=0 Τ shows 2-D sub-
band luminescence around 1.65 eV and near band emission due to carrier recombi­
nation in the underlying GaAs buffer layer at 1.52 eV. To study the 2-D hot carrier 
relaxation we concentrate on the subband luminescence. Immediately after excita­
tion by a picosecond lightpulse the carrier gas thermalizes by carrier-carrier interac­
tions within a time shorter than 1 ps and subsequently cools down by emission of 
phonons [13]. In Fig. 1 we show time resolved subband luminescence spectra in the 
presence of a magnetic field at β=20 Τ, normal to the 2-D GaAs layers. At 75 ps 
after excitation both temperature T
e h and the scattering time τ have reached, due 
to interaction of the carriers with phonons, values for which the Landau level struc­
ture is observed. Due to both cooling (relaxation) and recombination of electrons 
and holes, occupation of the higher Landau levels decreases, and finally at 500 ps 
after excitation only the lowest Landau level is populated. 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
770 760 750 740 730 720 710 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 168 1.70 172 1.74 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the carrier temperature at B=0 
Τ (dots) and В^20 Τ (circles). Application of a magnetic 
field of 20 Τ enhances the cooling rate by a factor 7. The in­
set shows some typical measured and calculated time resolved 
subband luminescence spectra for B=2Q T. 
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From these spectra we extract values for the temperature T
e h ( t ) and density 
n
c
 1,(1) ot the carriers and tor Β Φ 0 the Landau level broadening parameter Δ(/) 
as a function of time after excitation by using a non k-conservation model [14] for 
the luminescence intensity, /(ί ιω)^]/
c
/
v
g
c
g % (/£ Here fc V (E) represent the Fer­
mi distribution functions for electrons and holes while for the 2-D density of states 
function in the presence of a magnetic field the following expression is used [15]: 
where 1 = (\\/еВ)ІЛ is the classical cyclotron radius, £ v = (7V + l/2)tKoc with N the Lan-
dau level index and (ac=eB/in*. Due to the large value of the parallel heavy hole 
mass wh h^Wo [16] Landau level splitting in the valence band is neglected The 
splitting of the light hole band has been taken into account since m]ti=0 2w0 [16] 
A 2-D Sommerfeld factor, to account for excitóme effects in an undoped quantum 
well, can only be used in a k-conservation model In that case however many body 
effects have to be taken into account as was reported by Haug et al. [17] who also 
showed that the non k-conservation model gives the correct temperature and density 
of the carriers. Besides, the variation of the Sommerfeld factor over our spectral 
range is less than 10 %. It should further be noted that inhomogeneous broadening 
of the subband energy due to well width fluctuations, subband renormahzation and 
energy dependence of the matrix element have to be taken into account On the 
other hand, this fitting procedure has proven to give reliable results for bulk GaAs 
[14] Due to the limited number of only 5 quantum wells reabsorption effects are 
minimized to less than 10 % Besides the apparent temperature decrease by 
neglecting reabsorption is approximately compensated by the neglected 2-D Som-
merfeld factor Finally it may be expected that the above mentioned simplifications 
work out identically for В =0 Τ and Β Φ 0 T. 
The dotted lines in Fig 1 show the very good fit beween the calculated spectral 
distributions and the experimental data where the additionaly obtained position of 
the chemical potential is indicated in the Figure, l o indicate the sensitivity of the 
fitting procedure with respect to the carrier temperature we added to the spectrum 
at 200 ps the fits for respectively T
c
 ^=65 К (dotted line), Г
е 1 і = 8 5 К (lower 
dashed line) and T
e h = i05 К (upper dashed line), where the latter temperature 
equals that for B=0 Τ at the same delay time The reliability of the fits is support­
ed by the expected time behaviour of n
e
 ^(t), T
e h ( t ) and Δ(ί) as can be seen in 
Fig 2 and Fig 3 where the error bars indicate the accuracy of the different parame­
ters as determined from the fitting procedure For comparison the inset of Fig. 2 
gives some typical spectra and fits at 5 = 0 Τ consisting of a structureless broad 
luminescence band of which the spectral range decreases with increasing delay time 
due to recombination and relaxation 
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Fig. 2 Temporal evolution of the carrier temperature Te h at 
B=0 Τ (dots), B=8 Τ (triangles) and В=20 Τ (circles). The 
inset shows typical measured and calculated timeresolved 
luminescence spectra at ß=0 T. 
Fig. 2 shows the carrier temperature Te h at different moments after excitation for 
B=0 T, ß =8 Τ and В =20 T. A direct comparison of the energy relaxation rates 
for ß = 0 Τ and Β Φ 0 Τ is allowed only if the carrier densities are equal which is 
practically the case in our experiment as shown in Fig. 3. The decrease in density is 
due to radiative and nonradiative recombination and diffusion of carriers. The solid 
lines in Fig. 2 show the calculated cooling curves as obtained from an expression for 
the energy loss rate <dE/dt> through LO-phonon emission of a 3-D degenerate 
electron gas [18]. From a fit to the experimental points, where n
e h = 3 x l ( ) 1 8 c m - 3 , 
values for a time constant t 0 [4] of the relaxation process of respectively 7 ps at 
5 = 0 T, 11 ps at В =8 Τ and 1 ps at В =20 Τ are obtained. This estimation shows 
that the energy relaxation is substantially affected by application of a magnetic field. 
Notice that a realistic calculation should include the quasi 2-D scattering rates, 
screening of the carrier phonon interactions, the coupling of the holes to the TO 
phonons, nonequilibrium optical phonon distributions and a finite lifetime of the 
carriers. However the simple model suffices to estimate the effect of a magnetic 
field on the energy relaxation and is only used to obtain the relative values of τ 0 . 
Notice that the carrier temperature does not fall below 40 К within the carrier 
lifetime. This slow energy relaxation (~106 eV/s) in the later stage of the cooling 
process is attributed to the random nature of the quantum well interfaces as was ex-
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Fig. 3 Temporal evolution of carrier density n
ch(t) (solid) 
and Landau level broadening A(t), (dashed), where the lines 
are drawn as a guide to the eye. 
perimentally investigated by Masumoto et al. [3]. Heating of the 2-D GaAs layer 
can not be excluded, however an increase in the lattice temperature has no influence 
on the observed magnetic field dependence of the carrier optical phonon emission 
rate. 
We briefly discuss the origin of the dramatic change in energy relaxation due to 
application of a magnetic field which must mainly be due to the effect of the field on 
the electrons and light holes since the mass of the heavy holes is very large. (1) 
Complete energy quantization of the 2-D carriers in a strong magnetic field leads to 
certain restrictions on the carrier phonon interaction rate which depend on the rela­
tive value of the Landau level splitting and the optical phonon energy. However this 
magnetophonon resonance condition is (strongly) weakened by the Landau level 
broadening. At very short delay times where optical phonon emission takes place 
this broadening is large, and therefore it is expected that dimensionality effects will 
play a minor role. (2) In the presence of a high density plasma, dynamic screening 
has to be considered. As was recently argued by Shah et al. [7] this has no strong in­
fluence on the energy relaxation in the absence of a magnetic field. The behaviour 
of dynamic screening on the energy relaxation in the presence of a strong magnetic 
field has not been studied untili now. (3) The reduction in cooling as determined by 
a nonequilibrium LO phonon distribution [7,8] may be affected by a magnetic field. 
The hot carriers lose their excess energy primarily by optical phonon emission, 
where momentum and energy conservation determine the wavevector range of the 
emitted phonons. So the phonon population will build up at certain locations in the 
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Brioullin zone, as determined by the band structure Application of a magnetic field 
changes the bandstructure and in addition the phonon momentum space Finally the 
Landau level broadening Δ(ί) given by the dashed line in Fig. 3 is composed of two 
contributions Δ! and Δ?, which are both assumed to be Gaussian distributed. 
Δ ι ( δ ί
ζ
) is due to well width fluctuations ôL, caused by clusters with a lateral size of 
about the Bohr radius [20] which give rise to variations in the subband energies and 
thus in the Landau level energies Since the laser spot diameter is much larger than 
the lateral size of the clusters, the observed luminescence is a spatial average which 
gives rise to a Landau level broadening At low carrier temperatures 
Δ = Δ 1 ( δ ί ζ ) = 14 meV, which equals the width of the subband luminescence under 
low excitation with a He-Ne laser Δ2(τ) is a lifetime broadening due to carrier pho­
non scattering [1] The observed contribution of Δ2(τ) of several meV to the Landau 
level broadening corresponds to a scattering time of a few tenth's of a picosecond, 
as expected for carrier optical phonon scattering [13] Due to a decrease in tem­
perature and density of the carriers as well as a return to equilibrium of the optical 
phonon system the carrier scattering rate decreases which reduces the Landau level 
broadening in time. 
In conclusion we have for the first time shown by picosecond photoluminescence 
measurements that a strong magnetic field substantially affects the relaxation rate 
through optical phonon emission of a 2-D carrier gas. The energy relaxation rate is 
increased at strong magnetic fields (20 T), while at lower field values (8 T) it is re­
duced with respect to B=0 T. It may be expected that a quantitative treatment on 
the effect of a magnetic field on (1) the dynamic screening of the carrier phonon in­
teractions, and (2) the relevant phonon momentum space will give more insight in 
the physical mechanisms underlying the experimentally observed magnetic field 
dependence of the energy relaxation 
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4.4.2 Effect of a strong magnetic field on the relaxation of a hot 2-D electron-hole 
plasma studied with picosecond photoluminescence 
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Research Institute for Materials, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
M.R. Leys and J. Wolter. 
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5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
We present time-energy resolved picosecond photoluminescence measure­
ments on a two-dimensional electron-hole plasma in a strong magnetic 
field.The temporal evolution of the temperature T
eh, the density ne h and 
the Landau level broadening parameter Δ are determined. At 5=20 Τ the 
cooling rate of the e-h plasma is increased by a factor of 7 with respect to 
5 = 0 T. 
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Recent experiments on the energy relaxation process of photoexcited hot 
carriers in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well structures have shown that the energy loss, 
which occurs mainly via carrier LO phonon interaction, is slower than theoretically 
expected. The observed deviations between calculated and experimentally obtained 
energy loss rates may be due to dimensionality effects and screening of the carrier 
phonon interactions fl] or to a nonequilibrium phonon distribution [2,3]. 
In this paper we present a study on the effect of a strong magnetic field on the 
energy relaxation of a 2-D e-h plasma in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well structures by 
time resolved picosecond photoluminescence measurements. We find that the ener-
gy relaxation of the 2-D e-h plasma (for a 5 nm GaAs well) is increased by a factor 
of 7 at ß =20 Τ with respect to Β=ΰ Τ if the magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
quantum well layers. On the other hand similar measurements with the magnetic 
field parallel to the layers show no influence on the cooling rate. 
The experiments are carried out at a bath temperature of 1.5 К on an MOVPE 
grown quantum well structure [4] consisting of 5 GaAs wells of 5 nm thickness con­
fined between 100 nm thick Al ^Ga
 45As layers. Optical excitation is achieved by 
picosecond lightpulses (duration 2 ps, repetition rate 82 MHz, emission wavelength 
605 nm) from a synchronously pumped cw dye laser. For time resolved detection of 
the luminescence radiation a lightgate [5,6] consisting of a nonlinear optical crystal, 
a delay line and a monochromator with a photomultiplier tube are used. High mag­
netic fields (up to 25 Τ de) are delivered by the hybrid magnet system of the Univer­
sity of Nijmegen. 
To study the energy relaxation process, carriers are directly created in the GaAs 
layers where the initial electron hole density n
e h is estimated to be 
3xl0 1 8cm~ 3 The inset of Fig. 1 shows some typical time resolved subband lumines­
cence spectra at 25 ps, 75 ps and 500 ps after excitation in the presence of a magnet­
ic field of В =20 Τ normal to the 2-D GaAs layers. At 75 ps after excitation both 
temperature T
c h and the scattering time T s c(7"e i h) of the carriers have reached, due 
to interaction of the carriers with phonons, values for which the Landau level struc­
ture is observed. (kT
e h « t i œ c and cüctsc > > 1 , where Ü)C is the cyclotron frequen-
cy). Due to both cooling (relaxation) and recombination of electrons and holes, oc-
cupation of the higher Landau levels decreases, and results finally in the occupation 
of only the lowest Landau level at 500 ps after excitation. 
From these spectra we extract values for the temperature Tc ^(t), the density 
ne h(r) of the carriers and for Β Φ 0 the Landau level broadening parameter Δ(ί) as 
a function of time after excitation by using the expression for the luminescence in­
tensity: 
/(tuo)- J fe(E)fv(bia-E1-E)gc(E)gv(ìuo-E1-E)dE (1) 
о 
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where £,¡ = £.g + £ l t ; +E]h with £ g the bandgap, and ¿ i e and Eih the lowest sub-
band energies of respectively conduction and valence band fL v (£ ) represent the 
Fermi distribution functions for electrons and holes For the 2-D density of states 
function £ t V(E) in the presence of a magnetic field the following expression is used 
[7] 
g(£) = -Lr[AA2]- í f t i e x p - 2 [ ^ ^ j 2 (2) 
where /=(ti/eß)' / : is the classical cyclotron radius, £
л
. = (/ + 1/2)й(о
с
 with N the Lan­
dau level index and ( o ^ e ß / m ' 
Note that the actual situation is quite complex, since inhomogeneous broadening 
of the subband energy, subband renormalization, energy dependence of the matrix 
element and reabsorption ol luminescence have to be taken into account. On the 
other hand, this fitting pocedure has proven to give reliable results for bulk GaAs 
[8] Although values for the carrier temperature (Te h = 100 K) and density 
ne h ~ l x l 0 1 8 c m - 1 are such that a certain fraction of the carriers may be in the exci-
tóme phase wc do not introduce a Sommerfeld factor, since in the limit of high mag-
netic fields the carriers behave as free electron and hole states and the recombina-
tion may be interpreted as band to band transitions [9] To fit the experimental 
data the best results are obtained with values for the electron, heavy hole and light 
hole effective masses [8] in the GaAs layers, of respectively me =0.0665 Wo, whh 
=m0 and wj|h =0 2 т 0 Due to the large value of the parallel heavy hole mass in a 
5 nm GaAs well the Landau level splitting in the valence band is neglected 
The dotted lines in the experimental spectra show the very good fit beween the 
calculated spectral distributions and the experimental data where the position of the 
chemical potential is indicated in the Figure In a time interval from 75 to 750 ps 
after excitation the electron-hole density vanes from 2 4 х 1 0 1 й с т - 1 to 
1.2xl0 1 8cm - 3, while the Landau level broadening Δ decreases from 18 to 14 meV 
The broadening Δ is due to the spatial averaging over the varying Landau level en­
ergies induced by well width fluctuations, and due to scattering of the carriers by im­
purities and lattice vibrations 
In Fig 1 the evolution of the carrier temperature T
c h at B=0 Τ and ß=20 Τ 
shows that application of a strong magnetic field has a substantial effect on the cool­
ing rate of the 2D carrier gas ι e. on the carrier phonon interactions Due to the 
very large value of the heavy hole mass (mhh=m0) in a 5 nm quantum well, the ex­
cess energy of the heavy holes directly after excitation is very small. Therefore the 
fraction of holes which can emit an optical phonon is a factor of 20 smaller than the 
fraction of electrons, so that energy relaxation must be dominated by electron LO 
phonon interaction. The solid lines in Fig 1 show the calculated cooling curves as 
obtained from an expression for the energy loss rate <d£/df> through LO-phonon 
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emission of a 3-D degenerate e-h plasma as given by Bauer and Kahlert [10J 
From a fit to the experimental points, where n
e h = 3 x l ( ) 1 8 c m - \ values for a time 
constant [11] τ 0 of the relaxation process of respectively 7 ps at 5 = 0 Τ and 1 ps at 
В =20 Τ are obtained 
Те hi 
uo 
120 
100 
BO 
6 0 
to 
0 2 0 0 4 0 0 6 0 0 BOO 
time(ps) 
Fig 1 Measured and calculated time resolved subband 
Іитіпечсепсе speen a for a magnetic field of 20 Τ normal to 
the 2D GaAs layers The arrows indicate the position of the 
chemical potential which is additionally obtained from the fit­
ting procedure The dashed lines indicate the fitting sensivity 
with respect to the carrier temperature (see text) 
Deviation of TQ at B=() Τ from the 3-D theoretical value τ 0 =0.12 ps is due to the 
use of a simple model,since a realistic calculation should include the quasi 2-D 
scattering rates, screening of the carrier phonon interactions, nonequilibnum phonon 
distributions and a finite lifetime of the carriers However to estimate the effect of 
a magnetic field on the energy relaxation the model suffices After 400 ps the ex­
perimental points seem to follow a faster cooling rate which may be due to a de­
crease of the carrier density (n
e
 ь ^ ^ х Ю ' ^ т
- 1
' at 500 ps) and screening, or a de­
crease in the LO phonon temperature Besides at these temperatures Г
с h <50K, 
emission of acoustic phonons has to be taken into account 
Due to application of a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the 2-D system 
the value of the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector [71 g T F , 
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' ' ' I I I 
qj^—jgc
 v (£ ) (o / c %3E)dE, depends on the Landau level density of states at the 
position of the Fermilevel Fe and therefore may give rise to a variation of the 
screening effect 
On the other hand it can be shown that a nonequilibnum phonon distribution is 
affected by a magnetic field via the change in phase space of the LO phonons in-
volved in the carrier LO phonon interaction On the basis of these qualitative argu-
ments it is expected that a quantitative treatment will lead to a complete under-
standing of the experimentally observed increase of the cooling rate by application 
of a strong magnetic field 
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CHAPTER 5 ΗΟΊ PHONON EFFECTS ON THE RELAXATION OF PHOTO-
EXCITED CARRIERS IN GaAs AND GaAs/AlGaAs QUAUNTUM 
WELL STRUCTURES IN A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD 
5.1 Introduction 
Picosecond time-energy resolved photoluminescence has proven to be a useful tech­
nique to investigate the energy relaxation of photoexcited hot carriers In chapters 3 
and 4 of this thesis hot carrier energy relaxation by phonon emission in respectively 
bulk GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga^jAs quantum well structures under application of a 
strong magnetic field is qualitatively discussed In this chapter additional experi­
mental results are presented, and it is shown that a variation in carrier bandstructure 
caused by carrier confinement m real space (by a quantum well structure) or in 
momentum space (by application of a magnetic field) changes the range in phonon 
wavevectors involved in the energy relaxation process, and as a result the hot carrier 
energy relaxation rate A reduction in dimensionality of the carrier states, favoures 
phonon emission in particular wavevector regions, and leads to large nonequihbnum 
LO-phonon populations generated by the relaxing carriers, and manifests itself by 
dramatic reductions in energy relaxation For the quantum well structure, where ap­
plication of a magnetic field normal to the layers completely quantizes the carrier 
motion, (zero dimensional carrier states) energy relaxation by LO phonon emission 
is only allowed at magnetophonon resonance conditions In that situation, where 
phonon emission occurs in a very small wavevector range the energy loss via carner-
LO phonon interaction is strongly reduced as a result of nonequihbnum LO pho-
nons, and the carriers cool down by emission of acoustic phonons 
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5.2 Hot carrier relaxation in GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well sructures 
in a strong magnetic field. 
Abstract 
To study the effect of quantum confinement on hot carrier energy relaxation, 
picosecond time-energy resolved photoluminescence measurements have been 
carried out on GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga i-^As quantum well structures in the 
presence of magnetic fields up to В =20 T. It is found that dimensionality 
reduction of carrier states by quantum confinement in real space and/or in 
momentum space strongly reduces the energy relaxation rate by LO phonon 
emission as a result of nonequilibrium optical phonon distributions generated 
by the relaxing carriers. In particular for the quantum well structures applica­
tion of a strong magnetic field reduces the energy relaxation by LO phonon 
emission drastically, and the carriers cool by acoustic phonon emission. 
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I Introduction 
Quantum confinement of carriers in semiconductors is of fundamental importance 
for the study of lower dimensional carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon interactions, 
and in the design of submicron devices [1]. Semiconductor layered structures like 
quantum wells and superlattices are well known examples of quasi two-dimensional 
(2-D) carrier systems. Quantum well wires, where the electron gas is quantized in 
two directions and the carriers can only move in the longitudinal direction, have re­
cently been realized by Petroff et al. [2]. The technological interest in lower dimen­
sional systems stems from the drastically improved carrier mobilities [3] and from 
the modified optical properties [4]. Confinement of carriers by application of a 
magnetic field on a bulk material or a layered semiconductor structure allows study 
of one- and zero-dimensional carrier states, similar to that in respectively a quantum 
well wire or a quantum well box [5]. 
Energy relaxation of hot quasi two dimensional carriers in 
GaAs/Al
x
Ga i-^As quantum well structures has recently been studied by excite and 
probe and luminescence experiments [6-10], and shows a reduced relaxation rate in 
comparison to bulk GaAs [11-15]. The origin of this reduced carrier cooling is ini­
tially suggested to be due to a reduced dimensionality of the carriers, dynamical 
screening of the carrier-phonon interactions and degenerate electron statistics [7]. 
However recent theoretical [16] and experimental [17] investigations strongly indi­
cate that large nonequilibrium LO phonon populations generated by the relaxing 
carriers play a predominant role in the experimentally observed reduced carrier 
cooling rate. Since application of a strong magnetic field reduces the dimensionality 
of the carriers in k-space, and influences the screening as well as the carrier- phonon 
interaction rates via the changed density of states (Landau levels) a change in energy 
relaxation is expected. 
In this paper we describe a study on hot carrier energy relaxation in the pres­
ence of a strong magnetic field (up to 20 T) for both GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs 
quantum well structures by time-energy resolved (picosecond) photoluminescence. 
Analysis of the time energy resolved photoluminescence spectra with a model con­
taining the density of states for electrons and holes and the Fermi distribution func­
tions yields the temperature T
c h ( i) and density ne h (i) of the carriers, and for Β Φ 
0 the Landau level linewidth Γ(ί) as a function of time after excitation. 
From this analysis it is found that under picosecond photoexcitation the energy 
relaxation rate for hot carriers in bulk GaAs and GaAs/Al^Gaj.^As quantum well 
structures is strongly affected by a magnetic field. For GaAs a model for energy re­
laxation containing the magnetic field dependent carrier-phonon generation and de­
cay rates is presented, which adequately describes the cooling in strong magnetic 
fields. The presence of nonequilibrium optical phonons generated by the relaxing 
carriers is justified by the observed magnetic field dependence of the carrier cooling, 
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and the absence of magnetophonon resonances. 
For the quantum well structures application of a magnetic field parallel to the 
GaAs layers clearly shows the two dimensional character of the carrier gas. For a 
field direction normal to the layers an increase in magnetic field strength reduces the 
carrier dimensionality (to zero) which is clearly observed by the changed energy re­
laxation rate. For a complete quantization of the carrier motion the energy loss by 
carrier-LO phonon interaction, which is allowed only at resonant conditions, is 
strongly suppressed by nonequilibrium LO phonons, so that at high magnetic fields 
(B > 8 T) the increasing acoustic phonon emission takes over and an enhanced 
cooling is observed. 
This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes the sample properties and 
experimental procedures used for the picosecond time-energy resolved photo-
luminescence measurements under application of strong magnetic fields. In this sec­
tion the experimental results of the timeresolved luminescence experiments on 
respectively bulk GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells are presented. In addi­
tion we will discuss the time variation of the Landau level broadening parameter 
Γ(ί) (see Sec. Ill), which describes the evolution of the initially strongly disturbed 
density of states functions. In Sec. Ill the luminescence lineshape fitting procedure 
will be discussed. 
In Sec. IV the theory for hot carrier energy relaxation in the presence of a mag­
netic field is presented. A model is used that contains the magnetic field dependent 
coupled carrier-phonon generation and decay rates, and takes into account the none­
quilibrium optical phonon populations generated by the relaxing carriers. In Sec. V 
the experimental data and the physics underlying the observed variations in energy 
relaxation are discussed. 
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II Experimental data and results 
The photo-luminescence experiments are carried out on unintentionally doped bulk 
GaAs and GaAs/AljGa]_
x
As quantum well structures, grown by metal organic va­
por phase epitaxy (MOVPE) in a specially designed reactor cell, the details of which 
are given elsewhere [18]. The background doping level in bulk GaAs is determined 
from Hall measurements to be ^ l O ^ c m - 3 and is expected to be the same for the 
quantum well structures. 
The bulk GaAs sample is grown on an η-type GaAs substrate, and consists of a 
0.25 μηι thick GaAs layer, confined between 0.1 μηι thick Al
 6Ga 4AS barrier 
layers. These confining layers are transparant to the excitation wavelength and 
avoid surface recombination, carrier diffusion to the substrate and reduce the gra­
dient in carrier density perpendicular to the surface. 
The quantum well structures are grown on a GaAs buffer layer on the substrate, 
and consist of five periods of 5 nm GaAs and 100 nm Al
 6Ga 4AS. The various 
layer thicknesses are determined by means of transmission electron microscopy 
(ТЕМ). 
Optical excitation is achieved with picosecond light pulses (duration 2 ps) from a 
cw dye laser (rhodamine 6G, emission wavelength 610 nm), which is synchronously 
pumped by a modelocked krypton ion laser (repetition rate 82 MHz). Time 
resolved detection of the emitted luminescence radiation due to electron-hole recom­
bination, is performed with use of an upconversion light gating technique [9,10,19]. 
The picosecond laser pulses are split into two pulse trains, of which one is focussed 
by a microscope objective to a 15 μηι diameler spot on the sample surface, while 
the other is sent through a stepping motor controlled variable delay path. The 
luminescence from the epilayers is collected by the same objective, and focussed col-
linearly with the delayed picosecond lightpulse onto an LÌIO3 crystal. The 3 mm 
thick crystal, cut with the optic axis at 58° to the surface normal, is angle tuned with 
a stepping motor, to generate sumfrequency radiation. The upconverted 
phasematching bandwidth for upconversion in LÌIO3, is experimentally determined 
to be 12 nm (FWHM). Due to groupvelocity mismatch of the luminescence radia-
tion and the picosecond lightpulse the time resolution of the lightgate system is 5 ps. 
The upconverted signal, (which is gated in time by the delayed picosecond light 
pulse), is detected with an EMI 9789/82 QB photomultiplier tube via a 1 m grating 
monochromator (Monospck) with 0.5 nm spectral resolution. To measure the spec-
tral distribution of the luminescence radiation at a fixed delay time, the phasematch-
ing angle of the nonlinear optical crystal is synchronously tuned with the monochro-
mator. The spectral response of the complete photodetection system is calibrated 
with use of a quartz halogen lamp and taken into account in the analysis of the 
measurements. To allow lock-in detection techniques the excitation beam is 
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mechanically chopped. 
The samples are cooled to a temperature of 1.5 К with use of a bath cryostat, 
which is mounted in the hybrid magnet system of the University of Nijmegen. This 
magnet, which delivers fields up to 25 Τ de, consists of a two segment Bitter coil 
surrounded by an 8 Τ superconducting magnet. 
To study the energy relaxation of hot carriers generated with a picosecond laser 
pulse in GaAs the excitation beam with an average excitation power of 2.7 mW 
(photon flux per pulse SxlO'-On - 2) is focussed onto the sample surface. Estimation 
of the initially excited electron-hole density by taking into account a reflection coef­
ficient of Я =0.3 and an absorption coefficient of a = 4 x l 0 4 c m _ 1 amounts to 
«e ,h( í = í 0 ) = l x l 0 l 8 c m ~ 3 · 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
830 Θ20 810 800 790 780 770 
U 8 150 1.52 1.54 1.56 158 160 1.62 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 1 Measured and calculated (dots) photoluminescence 
spectra at different delay times after excitation, which contain 
information on density n
e h and temperature Teb of the car­
riers. The spectra are all drawn on the same vertical scale to 
show the real time evolution for the different photon energies. 
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Fig. 1 shows the measured and calculated (see Sec. Ill) luminescence spectra due to 
electron-hole recombination at different delay times up to 850 ps after excitation in 
the absence of a magnetic field. Under the experimental conditions (i.e. high excita­
tion intensity, high quality GaAs) luminescence radiation emitted by the epilaycrs is 
due to free carrier recombination and contains information about the energetic dis­
tributions of the carriers in the bands [15]. The spectra are all drawn here on the 
same vertical scale to depict the time evolution of the luminescence signal for the 
different photon energies. With respect to the low energy side of the luminescence 
spectra, a shift to higher photon energies with increasing delay time is observed, 
which is related to a decrease in the carrier density, and therefore a shift of the re-
normalized bandgap. Obviously the slope on the high energy side of the spectra, 
which is directly related to the timedependencc of the carrier temperature T
c h (sec 
Sec. Ill), decreases with time. 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
830 820 810 800 790 780 770 
150 152 154 156 158 1.60 162 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 2 Measured and calculated timeresolved luminescence 
spectra in the presence of a magnetic field of B=16 T. 
Similar spectra, but in the presence of a magnetic field of 16 T, are presented in 
Fig. 2 and show Landau level structure arising at 35 ps after exctition, where both 
the thermal energy of the carriers ^в^е,ь> a n ^ the Landau level linewidth r=h/2x 
(l/τ is the carrier phonon scattering rate) are much less than the Landau level split­
ting 1гсо
с
. Due to both cooling (relaxation) and recombination of electrons and holes 
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occupation of higher Landau levels decreases, which is clearly shown by the decreas­
ing spectral range of the luminescence spectra and results finally in population of 
only the N=0 Landau level at 750 ps after excitation. 
Θ50 eoo 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
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6 4
 GdAs 6 * IQOnm
 c lOOnm 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 3 Timeintegrated luminescence spectra of a 5 nm 
GaAslAl
x
Ga-[_
x
As quantum well structure showing the near 
band emission of the GaAs buffer layer at ~ 1.52 eV and the 
quantum well luminescence at = 1.65 eV The presence or ab­
sence of Landau level structure for B=22 Τ normal respec­
tively parallel to the GaAs layers clearly reflects the two-
dimensional character of the carrier gas. The inset shows the 
calculated optical transitions and the laser photon energy. 
Before discussion of its time-energy resolved photoluminescence spectra, the 2-
D nature of the carrier gas in a GaAs/Al^Ga^^As quantum well structure is 
shown by the time-integrated luminescence spectra of Fig. 3. The inset shows the 
energy bandscheme of the used sample. Due to the high Aluminium content 
(x=0.6) the bandgap of the confining layers (2.293 eV) exceeds the laser photon en­
ergy (2.050 eV) and excitation occurs directly in the GaAs layers. Notice that by 
using a relatively small well width (5 nm) only one electronic subband is populated. 
The zero field spectrum (lower curve) shows the 2-D subband luminescence around 
1.65 eV and the near band emission due to carrier recombination in the underlying 
GaAs buffer layer at 1.52 eV. Application of a magnetic field perpendicular to the 
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GaAs layers clearly shows the formation of Landau levels. For a magnetic field 
directed parallel to the layers, there is a negligible energy shift, and no Landau level 
structure is observed, indicating that even at S =22 Τ the cyclotron orbit diameter 
(11 nm) exceeds the quantum well width. For comparison notice that the near band 
emission of the 3-D GaAs buffer layer shows Landau level structure and a shift with 
respect to B=0 Τ for either direction of the magnetic field. 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
770 760 750 740 730 720 710 700 
162 164 166 168 170 172 174 176 176 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 4 Subband luminescence spectra at different times after 
excitation for B=0 Τ and В =8 Τ normal to the layers. From 
comparison of the high energy tails of the corresponding 
spectra directly follows the reduced cooling for B=8 T. 
To study the 2-D hot carrier energy relaxation we concentrate on the subband 
luminescence around 1.65 eV. The excitation beam, with an average power of 2.4 
mW, creates an initial carrier density of 3 x 1018cm~3. Restricting the number of 
GaAs wells to 5 minimizes reabsorption effects and ensures the excited carrier densi­
ty to be homogeneous (variation less than 5%). In Fig. 4 a few timeresolved sub-
band luminescence spectra are shown for B=0 Τ (thin lines) and 5 = 8 Τ normal to 
the layers. In both cases the spectral distributions consist of a broad luminescence 
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band with features comparable to the corresponding 3-D spectra [13]. In this case 
however the shift on the low energy side of the spectra with time reflects the de­
creasing quasi 2-D subband reduction [6]. Direct comparison of the slopes on the 
high energy side of the corresponding B=0 Τ and В =8 Τ spectra reveals the much 
higher temperatures for the latter except at 25 ps. This reduced carrier cooling for 
lower magnetic fields ( 5 = 8 T) is also observed for bulk GaAs (see Fig. 9). Due to 
the large absolute value of the broadening parameter Γ (which will be discussed for 
the quantum wells in Fig. 8) no Landau level structure is observed for В =8 T. 
WAVELENGTH [nm] 
770 760 750 740 730 720 710 
1.60 1.62 164 1.66 168 1.70 1.72 1.74 
PHOTON ENERGY [eV] 
Fig. 5 Measured and calculated timeresolved luminescence 
spectra for B=20 Τ normal to the GaAs layers. The dashed 
lines at 200 ps are obtained by changing the carrier tempera­
ture +• 10 K, to show the sensivity of the fitting procedure. 
The arrows indicate the chemical potential, which is obtained 
from the spectral fitting procedure. 
By increasing the magnetic field up to 20 Τ Landau level structure is clearly ob­
served in the spectra of Fig. 5 at times exceeding 75 ps after excitation. With in­
creasing delay time the carriers cool down by phonon emission and recombine, 
which both lead to a depopulation of the higher Landau levels, as shown by the de­
creasing spectral range of the subsequent spectra. It should be noticed that com­
parison of the spectral lineshape of the luminescence spectra for the quantum well 
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structure (symmetric peaks Fig. 5) and the bulk GaAs material (Fig. 2) reflects the 
different Landau level density of states for respectively the quasi 2-D and 3-D car­
rier gases (see Sec. III). 
Ill Analysis 
Direct one photon interband absorption of a picosecond lightpulse creates instan­
taneously mono-energetic electron and hole distributions in conduction and valence 
bands, which thermalize by carrier-carrier interactions within a picosecond to an ef­
fective temperature T
ctl far above the lattice temperature [15]. In order to obtain 
the temperature ^ ^ ( i ) and density n
c h(?) of the carriers, and for 5 ^ 0 the Lan­
dau level linewidth Γ(/) at different delay times t after excitation the measured 
photo-luminescence spectra (see Figs. 1,2,4,5) due to electron-hole (band to band) 
recombination are fitted with a model neglecting the k-selection rule [13] as is given 
by: 
fiio-i., 
/ ( M = C ƒ
 ge(E)gy0ua-E-E1)fe(E)f40uu-E-El)dE (1) 
о 
where С is a constant which contains the optical matrix clement. For bulk GaAs Ε γ 
represents the renormalized energy gap [20] formed by conduction and valence band 
( E ^ E g ) , while for the quasi two dimensional case El = Eg+Eïe+Eni where Е1еЬ 
are the lowest 2-D quantum well subbands. It should be noticed that, due to one 
well width fluctuations ôLz over the spotsize of the excitation beam, there is a fluc-
tuation in Ei, ó £ l e h =(2E l e h)ôLz [21]. These fluctuations, which influence the 
low energy side of the quantum well luminescence spectra can be taken into account 
by inserting in front of eq. (1) the integral (2лГ 2)-' / 2р£:1ехр[-(£1-<£:1>)2 /2Г 2] 
where < £ > ! is the expectation value of El and Г' can be determined from the 
luminescence spectra at very low excitation intensity. The Fermi distribution func­
tions /
c v
( £ ) for electrons and holes contain the quasi Fermilevels F
e h which are 
determined from the relation n
e h = J g c v ( £ ) / c v ( £ ) d £ . The density of states 
functions for the three-dimensional conduction (c) and valence (v) bands in the pres­
ence of a magnetic field are due to Dingle, given by [22]: 
2πΙΔ m r #=0 (E-EN)¿+r¿ 
where l = (h/eB)'/2 is the classical cyclotron radius, m* the carrier effective mass, 
EN = (N+J/2)ho)c with N the Landau level index and ш
с
 the cyclotron frequency. 
For the carrier masses the values of m
e
=0.068mo and mh=0.5m0 have been used. 
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Following Dingle [22] the Landau levels are assumed to have a LorenUian linewidth 
Γ= h/lx [23] where Ι/τ represents the carrier scattering rate. 
The experimentally observed Landau level structure can be calculated correctly, 
only if the N={) term in eq. (2) is replaced by a term calculated from Kubo"s theory 
[24,25]. The two different density of states functions have been calculated for 5 = 
20 Τ and are shown in Fig. 6. Instead of Dingle's low energy tail into the energygap 
the low energy cut off, which follows from Kubo's theory, shifts to higher energies 
with increasing magnetic field and ensures the approach to the zero field density of 
states for large Landau level linewidths. 
Further nonparabolicity of the GaAs conduction band [26] and a ΑΝ=ΰ selec­
tion rule are taken into account. As follows from the joint density of states, contri­
bution of light and split-off hole valence bands may be neglected for an excitation 
photon energy of 2.05 eV. Reabsorption effects, which lower the apparent carrier 
temperature slightly, are not taken into account since they are expected to work out 
identically for /? = () and Β Φ 0 and to be of minor importance. Also spin splitting 
(0.026 meV/T) is neglected, since it is small compared to ^в^с.ь а п ^ t o the Landau 
level splitting for electrons (1.7 meV/T) and holes (0.24 meV/T). 
ENERGY (meV) 
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10 
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Fig. 6 shows in addition to the zero field electronic density of 
states (d.o.s.) function (dotted), for Z?=20 Τ the unbroadened 
d.o. 5. function with singularities at Ε = (Ν+1/2)ηω
ί
. (dashed-
dotted), the Lorentzian broadened d.o.s. (solid) with the long 
tail into the energygap, and the Lorentzian broadened d.o.s. 
with a correct low energy cut off (dashed). 
electron density 
of states 
B=0T 
-B=20T no level broadening 
-B=20T Lorentzian broadening 
- B= 20 Τ Lorentzian broadening 
and low energy cut off 
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For the quantum well structures the two dimensional density of states function 
in the presence of a magnetic field normal to the layers is given by a summation 
over (Gaussian) broadened Landau levels, with degeneracy 1/2π/2 as [27]: 
ι 
g # ( E ) = - ! - [ ! i * ] - < * ¿ e x P - 2 [ ^ ^ (3) 
In contrast to the electron mass (me=0.068m0), the masses of the heavy- and light-
holes are anisotropic, which results from the lifted valence band degeneracy at к =0, 
caused by carrier confinement [28]. By Maan et al. [29] it was found that the value 
of the heavy- and light-hole mass for motion parallel to the layers, i.e. for £#0 , 
(which is relevant for our theory), depends on the width Lz of the quantum well, 
and differs from the value used for calculation of the subband energies (i.e. 
»7|4=0.45m0 and W|^=().094m0 [30]). Since for Lz=5 nm the parallel heavy hole 
mass whh>Wo, Landau Level splitting in the heavy hole valence band is hœc<0.116 
meV/T, and may be neglected. On the other hand the splitting of the light hole 
band, has to be taken into account, since m|h=0.2mo [29]. 
In our model excitonic effects have not been taken into account, since (1) the 
density of excited carriers is high (nc ь ^ . З х І О ^ с т - 3 ) and (2) variation of the 
Sommerfeld factor over the spectral range is less than 10%. It should further be 
noted that Haug and Tran Thoai [31] have shown that carrier temperature and den­
sity obtained from a non k-selection rule fit are in good agreement with data ob­
tained from exact calculations. 
The dotted lines in Figs. 1,2,4 and 5 show that the carriers are well described by 
thermalized distributions. Analysis of the low energy side of the specra is very com­
plicated, since in addition to bandgap renormalization, plasma screening of the exci-
ton enhancement of the matrix element, plasmon effects and tail states have to be 
considered [32]. These effects play a minor role at the high energy tail of the 
luminescence spectra, which are dominated by the carrier temperature. As shown in 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 inclusion of a Gaussian variation in the subband energy (see Fig. 8) 
caused by well width fluctuations [21] gives a reasonable fit, even at the low energy 
side of the quantum well luminescence spectra. The arrows in Fig. 5 indicate the 
position of the chemical potential, which is additionally obtained from the fitting 
procedure. In the spectrum at 500 ps, where only the lowest Landau level is popu­
lated, the carrier density obtained by the fitting procedure is 1.8xl0 1 8cm - 3 [10]. 
Comparison to the maximum number of carriers per Landau level 
1/л/2=2х1018ст~3, (where a factor 2 for both spin states is included), shows excel­
lent agreement. Finally this fitting procedure has proven to give reliable results for 
bulk GaAs a [13] in the absence of a magnetic field. 
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Fig. 7 shows the Landau level linewidth Г as a function of 
time after excitation (the line is drawn as a guide to the eye). 
The inset shows the evolution of the dramatically broadened 
density of states function, as determined from the spectra of 
Fig. 2. 
As a first result of the analysis, we concentrate on the Landau level linewidth Г 
for bulk GaAs as shown in Fig. 7 and derived from the spectra of Fig. 4. The level 
broadening Г = 2Т(Ш
С
Т)1/З [25] is due to the finite lifetime of a carrier state, which 
for carrier temperatures T
e h ^ 50 К mainly arises from the interaction with optical 
phonons. The absolute value of Г of several meV corresponds to an expected 
scattering time of a few tenth's of a picosecond, while the time dependence is in 
agreement with a reduction in carrier- and nonequilibrium phonon-density. 
For the quantum well structures the Landau level broadening consists of a 
homogeneous timedependent contribution Г due to a finite lifetime of a carrier 
state, and an inhomogeneous contribution Γ(δΖ.2) caused by well width fluctuations 
ôLz (see inset Fig. 8). For the quantum well width of 5 nm low excitation photo-
luminescence measurements with a He-Ne laser yield a value of T'(òLz)=H meV, 
which corresponds to [21] 6^=0 .28 nm. 
Other results from the above described analysis are the carrier temperature Te h 
and the density neh of the carriers as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10. For a discussion on the time dependence of the temperature Т
е h(t) the 
theory for hot carrier energy relaxation is briefly discussed in the next section. 
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Fig. 8 Evolution of the Landau level linewidth Γ for B=20 
T, as obtained by fitting the spectra of Fig. 5, where the line 
is drawn as a guide to the eye. The inset shows the contribu­
tion to the Landau level broadening, as a result of spatial 
averaging over the varying Landau level energies caused by 
well width fluctuations. 
At carrier temperatures Γ,,
 h >50 K, the excess energy of the photoexcited carrier 
gas is transferred to the lattice mainly by emission ot optical phonons via electron-
and hole- LO phonon coupling [33]. In addition, the holes interact with the TO 
phonons via the optical deformation potential coupling. At lower carrier tempera­
tures the energy relaxation is much slower, and is due to acoustic phonon emission. 
In general, the energy relaxation rate by optical phonon emission is given as 
[33]: 
Η £ LO ,ΤΟ d Na 
at àt ι,ι 
(4) 
where the average is taken over the thermal carrier distributions and the summa­
tions run over the different carrier-phonon couplings (LO ,ΤΟ) and over the 
wavevector q of the phonons with energy fui)- which are involved in the energy re­
laxation process. The term (dA^/dOi,,, which represents the change in phonon po­
pulation due to electron (hole) phonon interaction, depends on temperature Г
е
 (, 
and density n
e h of the carriers and on the phonon occupation Nq. The rate of 
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change in N is determined from the sum of phonon generation and decay rates as 
(dNq/dt) = (dA^/dOi, + (dNq/dt)2 The decay rate of the generated nonequih-
brium population of optical phonons into pairs of lower energetic acoustic phonons 
is given as 
,^-Ι^'.™!, (5) 
where τ is a wavevector independent phonon lifetime [33] and Tp and Γ] are 
respectively the phonon temperature and the lattice temperature 
Following this approach Potz and Kocevar calculated the carrier cooling in the 
absence of a magnetic field [33] 
Application of a magnetic field changes the bandstructure (Landau levels) and, 
as a result of energy and momentum conservation, the range in relevant phonon 
wavevectors (volume of the phonon momentum space) involved in the energy relax­
ation process An expression for the phonon generation rate in the presence of a 
magnetic field and in the absence of Landau level broadening (i e Γ=0 in eq (2)) is 
given [34] as 
2 ( ^ Н < = 7 ^ Ь Σ ƒ d^-LxJd^c^x (6) 
7 dt (Ιτύή^Ηη,,
 h ν ν,»» q? о 
[Nq(Te h(t)-Nq(Tp(t))][f(E,Te b(t)-f(E+L0,Te h(t))}x\MN v (ξ)|2 
Here C2(q) is the carrier-phonon interaction matrix element [33], f(E,T
e h) are the 
Fermi functions for the carriers, E = (N + '/^tuo
 C+E, and 
Ez=(l/8m'h2q?)[2m'(E0+(N-N')hioc)]2, E0 is the optical (LO or TO) phonon 
energy Summation runs over the different Landau levels with indices N and Ν', 
where MN N (ξ) is the inter-Landau level transition matrix element, with | = / 2 д ]_/2 
and l2=h/eB [34] Since the spherical symmetry is broken, the integral over the 
phonon momentum space is seperated in the directions normal (jdq) and parallel ( 
z) to the magnetic field As is shown by the inset of Fig 7 at short delay times 
where the main part of the cooling occurs, the Landau levels are substantially 
broadened, and the density of states function approaches that of zero field This im­
plies that, as a result of energy and momentum conservation, the minimum phonon 
wavevector which can be emitted is, = l x l 0 6 c m - 1 This effect is taken into account 
by introduction of a low momentum cut off in the integral over qz, (i e qzmm) as 
was argued by ref [34] The temperature evolution of the carrier gas is obtained by 
assuming an initial temperature TQ and integration of the equation 
< d £ / d f > = ( d £ / d 7 e h ) ( d r e Jdt), where ( d r e h /d/) is the specific heat of the 
earner gas [15 ] To fit the experimental data the initial temperature TQ and the a 
idq 
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constant С (multiplication factor in front of <d£/di>) are used as adjustable 
parameters. 
Since for the quantum well structures a complete treatment on the energy relax­
ation, which considers the (magnetic field dependent) kinetics of the coupled carrier 
and phonon systems is not available at the moment the experimental data are fitted 
with the zero field model for a 3-D gas . 
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Fig. 9 Evolution of temperature and density of the carriers in 
GaAs for B=Q T, B=4 T, B=S T, B= 16 Τ and B=20 T. 
The solid lines show cooling curves calculated with a model 
containing the magnetic field dependent kinetics of the cou­
pled carrier- phonon generation and decay rates. The dashed 
lines are drawn as a guide to the eye. 
Fig. 9 shows the carrier temperature at different moments after excitation as ob­
tained from the spectral fitting procedure for GaAs presented in Sec. HI. As is ob­
vious from this Figure in the absence of a magnetic field the carrier cooling, which 
occurs for T
e
 !,> 50 К by optical phonon emission [33], is practically completed 
within 100 ps. As to application of a magnetic field, the temperature evolutions 
clearly show the substantial effect of the magnetic field on the energy relaxation i.e. 
on the carrier-phonon interaction rates. Direct comparison of the experimentally 
obtained temperatures is allowed only if the carrier densities are equal, which is 
practically the case during the first 200 ps where the main part of the cooling occurs 
i i i i 
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(dashed lines Fig. 9). The decrease in carrier concentration is due to radiative and 
nonradiative recombination and carrier diffusion. 
For 5 = 0 Τ (solid dots) the solid line represents the calculated cooling curve for 
an initial temperature Г0=8(Ю К and a coupling constant C=0.5. Since for В =4 Τ 
(circles) and β =8 Τ (triangles), the use of a standard band model is questionable 
(for holes ho)
c
^kBTe h , CÜCTSS1) the zero field model is used, and the cooling 
curves are obtained for T0=800 K, with coupling constants C=0.5 for β =4 Τ and 
С=0.1 for 5 = 8 T. For the higher field values, 5 = 16 Τ (squares) and 5 = 20 Τ 
(solid squares) the magnetic field dependence of the carrier cooling, and the reduc­
tion with respect to 5 = 0 Τ are adequately described by the model presented in eq. 
(5) and eq. (6) for Γ0=800 К and C=0.2. Since for 5 = 8 Τ the photoexcited carrier 
density is a factor of three higher than at all other field values a direct comparisonof 
the carrier temperatures is not allowed. Using the carrier density dependence on 
the cooling rate of the zero field model, a reduction in carrier density by a factor of 
three gives for 5 = 8 Τ C=0.4. 
0 200 ¿,00 600 Θ00 
time (ps) 
Fig. 10 Carrier temperature T
e h as a function of time for 
5 = 0 Τ (dots), 5 = 8 Τ (triangles), 5=16 Τ (squares) and 5 = 
20 Τ (solid squares). The solid lines are calculated with a 
model for a 3-D carrier gas for 5 = 0 T, where С (see text) 
and the initial temperature T0 are used as adjustable parame­
ters. 
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The initial temperature TQ is taken constant for the different magnetic field 
strengths since the variation in excess energy of the photo-excited carriers is less 
than 10% Variations in TQ resulting from the magnetic held dependent ratio of 
intercarrier- and carner-phonon scattering [35] are not expected for instantaneous 
excitation in a pure semiconductor at low carrier temperatures Finally it should be 
emphasized that the very slow energy relaxation at В =20 Τ, which is near the mag-
netophonon resonance for electrons (UCUC=£LO) IS only properly described by taking 
into account nonequilibnum optical phonons ( eq (5) and eq (6)) since eq (6) 
diverges at magnetophonon resonances 
Fig 10 shows for the quantum well structures the carrier temperature T
e h(f) at 
different delay times for 5 = 0 Τ (dots), B=8 Τ (circles), β =16 Τ (squares) and B = 
20 Τ (solid squares) for a carrier density n
e h = 3 x l 0
1 8
c m
- 3
 [10] As can be ob­
served the carrier cooling, which is dramatically influenced, slows down with increas­
ing field strength, reaches its minimum somewhere around 5 = 8 Τ and subsequently 
speeds up At fi = 16 Τ the cooling rate practically equals that of zero field, while at 
В =20 Τ it is substantially enhanced The solid lines show the calculated cooling 
curves obtained with the zero field model for a 3D earner gas for Γ0=800 К, and 
coupling constants of respectively C=0 15 at 5 = 0 T, C=0 1 at 5 = 8 T, C=0 12 at 
5 = 1 6 Tand C=0 9 at 5=20 Τ 
As observed in Fig 9 and Fig 10 the carrier temperature does not fall below 40 
К within the carrier lifetime Lattice heating should always follow as a result of en­
ergy transfer from the optical phonons to the acoustic phonons (the direct carrier-
acoustic phonon coupling is weak) However, since the acoustic phonon phasespace 
is large, its deviation from equilibrium is negligible [36] Besides, an increase m lat­
tice temperature has no effect on the magnetic field dependence of the carrier opti­
cal phonon interaction rates 
In addition to the hot carrier temperature, the phonon distribution as a function 
of time follows from the fitting procedure Fig 11 shows the evolution of the I О 
phonon occupation numbers as a function of wavevector q, for the calculated zero 
field cooling curve presented in Fig 9 At very short delay times (f < 5 ps) phonon 
generation predominantly occurs near q=0, due to the wavevector dependence of 
the carner-LO phonon coupling constant C2{q)<*q~2 Therefore the phonon occu­
pation number N for the small wavevector modes rapidly rises, (i e the LO pho­
non temperature approaches the earner temperature), so that the energy loss via 
these particular modes strongly reduces and the carrier gas subsequently cools via 
the intrinsically weaker phonon wavevector independent hole-TO phonon interac­
tion As shown by the Figure, with increasing delay time Nq is nearly constant for 
с<1х10 7 сш _ 1 and slowly decreases for higher q values For longer delay times the 
entire phonon occupation decays with a wavevector independent timeconstant (see 
eq (5)), untili it reaches equilibrium 
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απ 
Fig. Il Temporal evolution of the LO phonon occupation 
numbers N„(Tp) as a function of wavevector q for the zero field cooling curve of Fig. 9, showing large deviation from 
equilibrium of the LO phonons. 
Fig. 12 Temporal evolution of the LO phonon occupation 
numbers Nq(Tp) as a function of wavevector component qz for q
 L =2xl0
6
cm
 _ 1
 at a magnetic field of B= 20 T. 
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In the presence of a magnetic field the spherical symmetry vanishes, and the 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the field direction have to be considered 
seperately. Analysis of eq. (6) shows that at magnetophonon resonance conditions 
(A/xfi(D
c
 =fici)Lo with N an integer) powerless diverges as a result of phonon emis­
sion with a wavevector component qz^0. Solving the equations (5) and (6) yields in 
addition to the cooling curves of Fig. 9 the evolution of the phonon occupation 
numbers, as shown in Fig. 12 as a function of qz for (7 1 =2.5xl0 6 cm _ 1 and В =20 
T. Obviously LO phonon generation occurs predominantly at very short delay times 
(i<5 ps) where the carrier gas cools down from 800 К to 200 K. The plateau for 
small q2 values indicates the range where the phonons and carriers are in equilibri­
um and cool down simultaneously. As follows directly from the high values of the 
phonon occupation numbers near qz=0 (У ™ах =0.4) under picosecond photoexcita­
tion magneto phonon resonances are strongly suppressed by the nonequilibrium pho­
non populations. 
V Discussion 
We first discuss the experimental results for bulk GaAs. 
For the zero field cooling curve a value of C=0.5 has to be used to obtain a correct 
fit of the data. The discrepancy between theory and experiment may be due to: (1) 
neglection of the phonon generation during the picosecond laser pulse and (2) 
dynamical screening of the carrier-phonon interactions. Recent calculations show 
that in addition to a reduction of the phonon generation rate by a factor of two at 
rt
e h = lx lO
I 8
cm
_ 3
, an enhancement of hot phonon effects as a result of concentra­
tion of the phonon emission in a narrow range of wavevectors . 
With respect to values СФІ, in case a magnetic field is applied a few comments 
can be made. (1) The model presented in Sec. IV deals with unbroadened Landau 
levels, and is questionable for low field values ( Ж 1 0 T) where tiü)c = k B T e h and 
(DCT ^ 1 for holes. (2) More over, a complete treatment on the energy relaxation of 
photoexcited hot carriers generated by a picosecond light pulse is very complicated, 
since, as shown by the inset of Fig. 6, the density of states function changes drasti-
cally in time. (3) The behaviour of dynamical screening in the presence of a mag-
netic field is not studid untili now. 
The physics underlying the experimentally observed changes in cooling rate 
under application of a magnetic field can be described as follows. Immediately after 
excitation the hot carriers lose their excess energy primarily by optical phonon emis-
sion, where energy and momentum conservation determine the wavevector range of 
the phonons. So, the volume in phonon momentum space is essentially determined 
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by the carrier bandstructure and is a sphere for В =0 T. 
Application of a magnetic field breaks the spherical symmetry and changes in 
addition to the bandstructure, the relevant phonon phase space volume, as was 
shown by Calecki and Lewiner for hot carriers in the extreme quantum limit [37]. 
In general, when a number of Landau levels is occupied and relaxation occurs via 
both intra- and inter-Landau level transitions the range of emitted phonon wavevec-
tors normal to the field direction (gj j is determined by the matrix elements 
MNj4'(hq±/2eB) [34]. For the direction parallel to the magnetic field (qz) the range 
of emitted qz values, allowed by the conservation laws, depends on the relative 
value of Landau level splitting 1іа>
сП
 and optical phonon energy ELQ, and is minimal 
[38] at the resonance conditions Nxftcüc = Е
Ш
. 
This implies that application of a magnetic field favoures the phonon emission in 
specific regions of q
 1 and qz, which leads to large phonon populations of the partic­
ular modes. As discussed by Pormotsev [37], this narrowing in wavevector ranges 
results in a decreased energy relaxation rate, and a suppression of the magnetopho-
non resonances. As follows from Fig. 9 the cooling rate decreases down to 20 Τ 
with increasing magnetic field strength. 
Comparison of the cooling curve of the carriers in a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum 
well structure with that of bulk GaAs (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) shows a reduction in 
the energy relaxation which must be due to a change in dimensionality of the carrier 
bandstructure, and the corresponding volume of the momentum phasespace of the 
phonons involved in the energy relaxation process [38]. 
As to application of a magnetic field on the quantum well structures, the 
dramatic changes in energy relaxation by optical phonon emission can only be due 
to the effect of the field on the electrons. The effect of the magnetic field on the 
heavy holes with /nhh^Wo [29] is small, so that the heavy hole density of states 
remains practically unaffected, even up to 5=20 T. From the energy range of the 
time resolved luminescence spectra it follows that the light hole band at 61 meV 
below the heavy hole band, (see inset Fig. 3) is practically unoccupied. 
The substantial contribution of the electrons to the energy relaxation process is 
due to carrier confinement. As calculated by Riddoch and Ridley [40] for a 5 nm 
well width the electron-LO phonon scattering rate for carrier energies £ < 4 £ L O 
(which covers the spectral range of the observed luminescence) is enhanced over the 
hole scattering rate. The energy relaxation due to hole LO-phonon interaction is 
small, since the excess energy of the photo excited holes is smaller than the LO pho­
non energy. 
It further follows from Fig. 10 that the cooling rate of the quasi two dimensional 
carrier gas decreases with increasing magnetic field up to В =* 8 Τ while up to higher 
field values it increases. This behaviour, which strongly deviates from that of the 
three dimensional carrier gas in bulk GaAs can be explaied as follows. 
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Application of a strong magnetic field to a quasi 2-D carrier gas completely 
quantizes the carrier energy (E
n N = En+(N+'/2)h(ac ) which leads to zero dimen­
sional carrier states in k-space, and implies that phonon emission is reduced to a 
smaller wavevector range. The range of emitted phonon wavevectors (in a plane 
normal to the field direction) is determined by the inter-Landau level transition ma­
trix elements, as shown by Lassnig and Zawadzki [41]. Following a similar discus­
sion as for bulk GaAs, this narrowing in range of emitted phonon wavevectors leads 
to large populations in the limited number of phonon modes, resulting in a reduc­
tion in energy relaxation by LO phonon emission with increasing magnetic field and 
a suppression of the magnetophonon resonances. 
For В > 8 Τ energy relaxation by optical phonon emission has reduced so 
much, that acoustical phonon emission takes over. Prasad and Singh [42] have 
shown that the carrier-acoustic phonon scattering rates in a quantum well increase 
with field strength. As a result, the sum of both magnetic field dependent energy 
relaxation rates initially reduces, shows a minimum, and subsequently increases with 
magnetic field strength. As follows from a calculation on the energy relaxation us­
ing the magnetic field dependent scattering rate [42] for 5=20 Τ the carrier tem­
perature falls off exponentially with a timeconstant of 90 ps. Comparison with the 
experimentally obtained cooling curve of Fig. 10 shows good agreement. The slow 
energy relaxation (=106eV/s) at delay times exceeding 300 ps is attributed to inter­
face roughness, as pointed out by Masumoto et al. [43]. 
The magnetic field value at which the carrier cooling is minimal depends via the 
scattering rates on the excitation conditions. As follows from the experimental 
results, for a quantum well structure with a well width of 5 nm and an excited car­
rier density of n
e h = 3 x l 0
1 8
c m
- 3
 the transition to enhancement in cooling rate is 
observed around В =8 T. 
The reason that the effect is not observed in bulk GaAs can be understood as 
follows. (1) Even in the presence of nonequilibrium LO phonons the contribution 
energy relaxation by acoustic phonon emmission is small. (For В =20 Τ, at 
n
e i h = l x l 0
1 8
c m -
3
 and Г
е > ь =100 К <d£ /¿ / > a c /<d£ /d /> 1 . o .TO< 1%) [щ ρ) 
Under application of a magnetic field energy relaxation by LU phonon emission 
with wavectors qz is allowed, in contrast to the 2-D case. Therefore reduction in 
energy relaxation by LO phonon emission less sensitive to magnetic field. 
In conclusion, we have shown that quantum confinement of carriers in real 
space (by a quantum well structure) and/or in momentum space (by application of a 
magnetic field) strongly reduces the hot carrier energy relaxation by LO phonon em­
ission. For both GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga^^As quantum well structures the 
reduction in cooling and the absence of magnetophonon resonances is caused by 
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nonequilibrium LO phonon distributions generated by the relaxing carriers. The 
variation in cooling rate follows from a change in carrier bandstructure, which af­
fects, as a result of energy and momentum conservation, the relevant phonon 
momentum phasespace volume and thereby the nonequilibrium LO phonon popula­
tion. 
In particular for the quantum well structures the hot carrier energy relaxation by 
optical phonon emission reduces so much with increasing magnetic field, that for 
B>8 Τ the increasing acoustic phonon emission takes over and an enhanced carrier 
cooling is observed. 
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Summary 
This thesis reports the experimental investigations on the interaction of photoexcited 
hot carriers with phonons in the presence of an externally applied magnetic field. 
The experiments are carried out with picosecond time-energy resolved photo-
luminescence techniques on three dimensional (3-D) and quasi two dimensional (2-
D) electron-hole gases in bulk GaAs and GaAs/Al^Ga^^As quantum well struc-
tures. 
The carrier phonon scattering and the mutual interaction of carriers carriers and 
the carrier-phonon scattering play a central role in semiconductor physics and deter-
mine the characteristics of ultrasmall devices, where high electric fields are present. 
The investigated materials belong to the group of III-V semiconductors, which ap-
pear very interesting for submicron technology, in particular for photonic devices 
and high speed electronics. 
In chapter 1 of this thesis an introduction on the experiments is given, and the 
method for extracting information on the carrier-phonon interactions by means of 
time-energy resolved photoluminescence is briefly discussed. The experimental set 
up with the lightgate, necessary for a real time luminescence study with picosecond 
time resolution, and an autocorrelation system, which monitors the picosecond light-
pulses during the experiments are extensively discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 3 
we described with use of the GaAs energy bandscheme the optical generation of hot 
carriers, and the specific conditions for thermalization and intraband energy relaxa-
tion via carrier-phonon interactions. Since, under the present experimental condi-
tions the photoexctited carrier gas predominantly recombines via electron-hole band 
to band transitions the spectral intensity distribution of the luminescence radiation is 
used to obtain information on the energetic distribution of the carriers in conduction 
and valence bands. The hot carrier energy relaxation by phonon emission depends 
in addition to temperature and density of the carriers on the carrier bandstructure, 
which determines via energy and momentum conservation the volume of the phonon 
momentum space involved in the relaxation process. Since application of a magnetic 
field changes the bandstructure and thus the phonon momentum space volume a 
change in energy relaxation is expected. In Sec 3.5 the first experimental results on 
the cooling of hot carriers in bulk GaAs under aplication of a strong magnetic field 
are presented, and the possible origins of the substantial changes in energy relaxa-
tion are examined. 
Chapter 4 deals with the energy relaxation of hot quasi two dimensional carrier 
gases in GaAs/AljGaj-jAs quantumwell structures. After a brief summary on the 
basic optical properties of the quantum well structures, and its features concerning 
the hot carrier cooling a study is presented on the intraband energy relaxation of 
photoexcited carriers in a strong magnetic field. The dramatic changes in energy re-
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laxation are qualitatively discussed, concentrating on the effects of nonequihbnum 
longitunal optical phonons, screening of the carner-phonon interactions and dimen-
sionality of the earner gas. 
In chapter 5 we show that a variation in band structure caused by carrier con-
finement in real space (by a quantum well structure) and or in momentum space (by 
application of a magnetic field) changes the volume of the phonon momentum 
phasespace, and as a result the hot carrier energy relaxation rate The reduction in 
dimensionality of a carriers state by application of a magnetic field favoures phonon 
emission in specific wavevector regions, which leads to large nonequilibnum phonon 
populations and a reduced cooling rate For the hot carriers which populate the 
zero dimensional carrier states obtained by application of a magnetic field normal to 
the layers of a quantum well structure the energy relaxation by LO phonon emission 
is allowed only at magnetophonon resonance conditions Since in that situation the 
phonon momentum phasespace volume is extremely small, these phonon modes heat 
up, and the energy loss via LO phonon emission practically vanishes The only re-
laxation channel left is acoustic phonon emission, of which the rate increases with 
field strength. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift geeft een verslag van een experimentcel onderzoek naar de interac-
tie van optisch geexciteerde hete ladingsdragers met phononen in de aanwezigheid 
van cen sterk magneetveld. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd met behulp van pi-
coseconde tijds-energie opgeloste photoluminescentie technieken aan drie dimen-
sionale (3-D) en quasi twee dimensionale (2-D) electron-gat gassen in respectievelijk 
bulk GaAs en GaAs/Al^Gaj^As quantum put structuren. 
De interactie tussen ladingsdragers en phononen en die tussen de ladingsdragers 
onderling spelen een centrale rol in de halfgeleider fysica, en bepalen de karakteris-
tieke eigenschappen van ultra-kleine elektronische systemen, waar sterke elektrische 
velden aanwezig zijn. De onderzochte materialen behoren tot de groep van III-V 
halfgeleiders, welke zeer interessant blijken voor de submicron technologie, in het 
bijzonder voor optische componenten en snelle elektronische schakelingen. 
In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift is een korte inleiding over de experimenten 
gegeven, en de methode om informatie te verkrijgen omtrent de ladingsdrager-
phonon interacties met behulp van tijdsopgeloste luminescentie, is kort besproken. 
De experimentele opstelling met de lichtsluiter, nodig voor de luminescentie 
metingen met een picoseconde tijdsresolutie, en het autocorrelatie systeem welke 
vorm en tijdsduur van de picoseconde lichtpulsen meet zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 
2. In hoofdstuk 3 zijn met behulp van het GaAs banden schema de optische gen-
eratie van hete ladingsdragers, en de specifieke condities voor thermalisatie en intra-
band energie relaxatie via ladingsdrager-phonon interacies bediscussieerd. Omdat 
de photogeexciteerde electronen en gaten recombineren via band-band overgangen 
is de spectrale verdeling van de luminescentie straling gebruikt om informatie te ver-
krijgen omtrent de energetische verdeling van de hete deeltjes in geleidings en 
valentie banden. 
De energie relaxatie snelheid van het hete gas door phonon emissie, hangt naast 
temperatuur en dichtheid van de deeltjes af van de banden structuur, welke, via en-
ergie en impuls behoud, het volume in de phonon impuls ruimte bepaald dat be-
trokken is by het relaxatie proces. Omdat het aanleggen van een magneetveld de 
banden structuur verandert, en dus het relevante volume van de phonon fase 
ruimte, is een verandering in energie relaxatie snelheid te verwachten. In paragraaf 
3.5 zijn de eerste experimentele resultaten met betrekking tot de koeling van hete 
ladingsdragers in GaAs onder aanlegging van een sterk magneetveld gepresenteerd, 
en de mogelijke oorzaken van de aanzienlijke veranderingen in energie relaxatie 
snelheid zijn besproken. 
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de energie relaxatie van hete quasi twee dimensionale la-
dingsdrager gassen in GaAs/Al^Ga^As quantumput structuren. Na een korte in-
leiding over de luminescentie eigenschappen van quantumput structuren en het 
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karakteristieke gedrag met betrekking tot de koeling van hete electronen en gaten is 
in paragraaf 4.4 een studie gepresenteerd over de intraband energie relaxatie van 
optisch geexciteerd ladings dragers in de aanwezigheid van een sterk magneetveld. 
De opzienbarende veranderingen in energierelaxatie snelheid zijn qualitatief bedis-
cussieerd, met de nadruk op de rol van niet evenwichts longitudinale optische pho-
nonen, afscherming van de ladingsdrager-phonon interactie, en dimensionaliteit van 
het ladingsdrager gas. 
In hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien dat een reductie in dimensionaliteit van de deeltjes 
toestanden als gevolg van het opsluiten van electronen (gaten) in de reeele ruimte 
(m.b.v. een quantum put structuur) en/of in de impulsruimte (door aanleggen van 
een magneetveld) leidt tot phonon emissie door de hete ladingsdragers in een 
beperkt golf vector gebied, hetgeen een sterke niet evenwichts phonon verdeling tot 
gevolg heeft en dus de een afname in koelsnelheid. Voor de hete ladingsdragers, 
welke de nul-dimensionale toestanden bezetten verkregen door aanlegging van een 
sterk magneetveld loodrecht op de lagen van een quantum put structuur, is de ener-
gie relaxatie door LO phonon emissie alleen mogelijk onder magnetophonon 
resonantie condities. Aangezien in deze situatie het volume van de phonon impuls 
ruimte sterk gereduceerd is, warmen deze phononen op, en neemt het energie ver-
lies via LO phonon emissie af. Het enige relaxatie kanaal dat resteert is acoustische 
phonon emissie welke sterk toeneemt met het magneetveld, en het gas afkoelt. 
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V 
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